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Turkish Cypriots during the period before and after independence in 1960. History has 
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TITI\OE: 
H flouauC11 we; w:ao E1taVa1tpOaEyymTJe; rwv Mo KOlVOrTJrWv atTJv Ku1tpo 
nEPl1\ H 'PH: 
To cruflCPEPOV, TJ MvaflTJ Kat ro XPTJfla cruva1tOrEAOUV yta aKOfla flla cpopa rTJv atria 
1tOU Kparouv flOlpaaflEvo ro VTJai flae;. 0 a1tAOe; avSpw1to e; rTJe; KU1tpo 1), auto e; 1tO U 1tplV 
flEplKEe; i5EKaEriEe; ~ouaE flovlaaflEva ExaaE rTJv Efl1tlarocrUVTJ rou 1tpOKaAWvrae; SAi\jlTJ Kat 
OMSpO crro vTJai. MEaa a1tO rTJv avaYKTJ i5TJfllOupyiae; KAiflaroe; Efl1tlarocrUVTJe; flEra~u rwv 
i5uo KOlvoriJrwv TJ flOUmKTJ Kat TJ rEXVTJ Sa fl1tOpOUaav va OlKOi50flTJaOUV aE flEyaAo paSflO 
YEcpUpEe; E1taV£VW<JTJe; Kat ElpTJVTJe;. TIlarEuw on flEMrwvrae; ro 1tapEASOv rwv KU1tpiwv 
fl1tOPOUflE va flaSOUflE 1tOMa. ft' auro Kat atTJ cruYKEKPlflEVTJ flEAErTJ KarapaAMrat 
1tpOa1taSEla yta EVr01tlaflO rwv floumKwv aXEaEWv flEra~u rwv EMTJVOKU1tpiwv Kat rwv 
ToupKOKU1tpiwv Kara rTJv 1tEpioi5o 1tplV Kat flEta rTJv AVE~aprTJaia rou 1960. H mropia 
fl1tOPEi va flae; i51i5a~El 1tWe; Ol aVSpW1tOl cruvi5TJfllOupyouaav apflovlKa aMa Kat 1tWe; TJ 
MvaflTJ rTJe; rEXVTJe;, Kat cruYKEKplflEva rTJe; flOUmKTJe;, fl1tOPEi va CPEPEl Kovra ne; Mo 
KOlVOtTJrEe;. A~101tOlEirat apaYE TJ flOUmKTJ oao Sa E1tPE1tE aTJflEpa; M1topEi TJ flOUmKTJ va 
a1tOrEAEaEl £va i5uvaro flEao E1tlKOlVWviae; Kat cruflCPtAiW<JTJe;, Eli51KorEpa yta ne; VEEe; yCV1Ee;; 
I\E=EIE K1\EII1IA: 
LUvU1tap~TJ, OlKoi5oflTJaTJ E1PTJVTJe;, E1taV£VWaTJ, floumKEe; aXEaEle;, KU1tpoe;, 
EMTJVOKU1tPlOl Kat TOUPKOKU1tPlOl, cruvEpyaaia, cruvcvrEu~Ele;, 1tati5Eia, i51KOlvonKoe;, 
E1taVa1tpOaEYYlaTJ . 
NA ZE v: 
Hudba jako prostredek ke sblizeni dvou komunit na Kypru 
ABSTRAKT: 
ZvhiStni zajmy, moc a penize znovu vyvstali a ponechali nas ostrov rozdeleny. 
Obycejni kypersti lide, ktefi pohromade zili mirumilovne pred nekolika desitkami let, 
ztratili svoji duveru pnnasejice tak na ostrov smutek a zoufalstvi. Za ucelem vytvoreni 
duvery mezi temito dvema komunitami, hudba a umeni mohou rychle vybudovat mosty ke 
sblizeni a miru. Kyperska spolecenska historie nas muze pouCit v mnoha ohledech. Tudiz 
v tomto specifickem projektu bychom radi poznali hudebni vztahy mezi reckymi a 
tureckymi Kyprany v obdobi pred a po ziskani nezavislosti v roce 1960. Historie ma 
mnoho k ponauceni. Jak lide byli v souladu tvonvi a sUa umeni, predevsim hudby, sblizila 
tyto dye komunity. Je hudba v dnesni dobe vyuzivana k takovemuto prospechu? Mohla by 
bYt hudba silnYm nastrojem ke smireni obzvlaste pro novou generaci? 
KLICovA SLOVA: 
Souziti, budovani miru, znovusjednoceni, hudebni korelace, Kypr, recti a turecti 
Kyprane, spoluprace, rozhovory, vzdelavani, bi-komunalni, sblizovani. 
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INDTODUCTION 
Cyprus: the island of Aphrodite, the island with the "Cyprus problem" and the last 
divided capital city of Europe. The island of Aphrodite refers to the thousands of years of 
history and culture whereas the "Cyprus Problem" refers to the facts of the last 50-60 years 
in which decades of violence and foreign intervention (especially from 1963 to 1974) took 
place. The completely division of the Cyprus population occurred in 1974 when Greek and 
Turkish Cypriots moved to the south and the north respectively. After 2003 a few points 
along the "Green line" opened allowing the passage of Cypriots on both sides, (with many 
conditions of course, especially for the G/C, ex. Passports necessary) and characteristically 
some of the interviewees spoke of "When the doors opened [ ... ] or When the streets 
opened again [ ... ]". 
Since the de facto division in 1974, sporadic intercommunal violence and 
premature independence of Cyprus under the Zurich and London Agreement didn't leave 
any space to the people to develop a democratic culture and peaceful society. Previously 
people lived together in great cooperation in all sectors of daily life. 
Cypriots citizens should rebuild and reconstruct the solidarity which used to 
characterized our society separate from the economic and the geo-strategic interests which 
have come from outside. What ever the future of the Cyprus problem is going to be, people 
should stay together! Any solution likely to be crash-resistant can only develop when the 
people are united without any prejudgments and fanatical ideas. 
Many possible solutions have recently been suggested to resolve the Cyprus 
problem, but good or bad, all of them have been rejected including the last, the ANAN 
plan in 2004. And each time a possible solution has been denied, time is working like a 
catalyst towards the reunification of Cyprus because the continuing Turkish military 
occupation and the status quo only serve foreign interests and the division of the island. 
Unfortunately this has always been the fate of small countries, to function as a fulcrum for 
powerful profits. Therefore the division of the people aids their goals and reduces the 
possibility of a reunited Cyprus. 
In conclusion I strongly believe that art and music specifically can provide a strong 
tool to help and reinforce all the efforts for the rapprochement of the two communities. 
Many times music has brought people together given that it is used properly and positively. 
Music was a common spiritual gift destined for humanity eons ago. International or 
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universal are clear words that express the meaning of music. Today we use it in education, 
medicine, religions, ceremonies, problem resolutions, etc. Every person can communicate 
through music, each has access to it; to use it, learn it, reinforce it and to explore it for 
feelings and memories. 
My objective for this research project is to try to bring the people of Cyprus (Greek 
and Turkish Cypriots) closer to each other, to forget negative memories and promote 
positive ones, memories that for many years previously lead us to a common 
understanding, respectfulness and cooperation. 
METHODOLOGY 
From the brief research which has been done, almost no material exists concerning 
the musical relationships between Greek and Turkish Cypriots in the period before and 
after 1960 (independence of Cyprus). So we have concentrated on finding routes by which 
we could describe the musical relationships, the interactions and the impact on the Cypriot 
people of the island. 
Because of the nature and the specifics of the research we chose to work with 
mainly qualitative (not quantitative) methods and written sources. The qualitative method 
involves people's feelings, opinions and expressions which yield a real picture of the 
situation in a specific period of time. So we developed our data through interviews with 
people who communicated their experiences related to the subject. Research which utilizes 
these methods must be done carefully because people's opinions are influenced by the 
demands of culture and the personal lives they have experienced. 
Therefore a questionnaire I was prepared which was discussed with all interviewees 
III their homes, offices or places chosen by them. The questionnaire was divided into 
chapters but also an open form providing the possibility to discover new directions since 
knowledge is still basic in this area. In order to understand many of the interviewee's 
statements and cross information it was necessary to explore the bibliography as well and 
try to maintain a realistic central idea. 
The interviews took place during the summer of 2009 and the subsequent analysis 
in combination with the written material was completed by May 2010. We tried to find 
people who are still alive and were active musicians during the period that we are 
I See appendix No. Ill. 
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exammmg. We preferred mUSICIans, Turkish Cypriots who were playing with Greek 
Cypriots or the opposite or musicians who played in mixed groups. It was very difficult to 
identify these people since many have already passed away. Finally we indentified 
musicians who showed us kindness, civility, sensitivity and no hesitation in sharing theirs 
experiences with us. 
The structure of the research focused on finding more information about the 
musical relationships of the two communities. Therefore in the first part of the project we 
are presenting documentation of musical co-operations of that time and how these 
relationships took place in society. In the second part we have tried to musicologically 
analyze the relationships through some examples (songs). 
A third part of the project explores music in education today as a result of the main 
goal of coexistence2 which has been established by the Cyprus Ministry of Education and 
Culture. 
In the beginning of this exploration, trying to find people who would share their 
experiences with me, I was very excited although at the same moment I felt fear because of 
propaganda, the unknown... I didn't know who or what situation I would encounter. 
Additionally a large part of the research should have been conducted in the northern part of 
Cyprus where many sectors are under army control where any mistake could have created 
great trouble for us. However, all meetings on both sides took place peacefully, in harmony 
and without any problems. All the experiences have enriched my knowledge causing me to 
change my mind on many themes and enrich my life as a student, a musician and a Cypriot 
citizen. 
2 See included material No. 5. 
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1. Relationships, education and cooperation between 
Greek & Turkish Cypriots 
Before presenting the historical documentation it is important to state that all these 
interviewees, mostly the old people around 60 to 80 years old, extended their hearts, 
sensitivity, passion and patience when trying to answer in the questions. However, most of 
the time it was their faces, their red eyes or a few seconds of silence that spoke a thousand 
words, especially when tragic memories were recalled - lost friends, houses and the future 
of our country. Many times our conversations were very emotional and the atmosphere 
changed moods quickly and often. All the interviewees were performers of traditional 
music which was the most common music among people in those decades and was often 
heard when we congregated. 
Most of the musicians were semi-professional. They learned to play an instrument 
"practically" beside a master, a mature musician, which was very common at that time. 
Most of the interviewees explained that "practically" meant "learning by ear". In 
traditional music a master (teacher) played a phrase or a song and the student imitated him. 
By repetitions over one or two years of practicing under the master's instructions, the 
musician was able to play. Everyone agreed that in those times a student was ready to play 
in public only when was able to perform the whole wedding repertoire. 
During the 60's and especially after the division of the island in 1974 many people, 
due to external interests, tried to divide the music into two pieces, "mine" and "yours", into 
Greek and Turkish. This fact has the same philosophical tactics used by the oligarchy and 
the powerful who want to divide the island and not reunify it. 
Without exception all interviewees express their experience of how harmonically 
and peacefully Greek and Turkish Cypriots lived together. Some of them also lived in 
mixed villages or Greek villages next to Turkish ones. They recalled many examples where 
life experiences electrified the atmosphere. The flashbacks about old friends, inseparable 
friends who hadn't seen each other now for more than 30-40 years (after 1974)3 caused 
many tears or a trembling voice. The different religions, languages or habits were so 
meaningless to create any conflict between the two communities especially when they 
were living with a common vision, the prosperity of the Cyprus people. 
3 1974 Turkish army invaded the island completely dividing the island until today. 
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1.1 Interviews 
There are many characteristic phrases from all the interviewees which show the 
harmonic relations and are written authentically as they were reported: 
ilker Kaptanoglu: "My neighbor was a Greek Cypriot and the other an Armenian. So, you 
can imagine how it was! We were 3, 4 and 5 years old and we were playing together. We 
didn't know each other's language but by the time when you play together you get 
'something' and with this something's language we could communicate. I remember this 
feeling". 
Neofytos Konstantinou: "There were not any prejudices ... in our area we didn't have any 
conflicts with the Turkish Cypriots, we were small communities (villages), you couldn't 
even recognize us (Greeks from Turks) ... we were working together ... There was respect, 
and also after the hi-communal conflicts (1963) the simple people (not the fanatics) were 
just fine. We didn't have anything to separate. Because, what two people, two neighbors, 
two friends can separate?! [. . .] 
Cooperation was acceptable? 
Sel!;uk Garanti: "Yes, they didn't have any problems; I saw this also from my research. 
Sometimes at Turkish weddings a Greek Cypriot (musician) was playing there. No 
problem. The problem is now"! 
It is obvious that among average people, life ran peacefully. A fact of course which 
also appeared between musicians. We have examples from all kinds of music but 
especially in traditional music where we found musicians, Greeks and Turks, playing 
together. 
Unfortunately they are no written sources in Greek to prove this fact or if they are, 
they are extremely rare. So we were very fortunate to find living Cypriot musicians to 
share their experiences with us. Another good source was the Turkish Cypriot organization 
HASDER4 where we found some material (a few books and newspapers) in Turkish and 
Greek as well. 
4 HASDER Folk Arts Association, established in 1977 as the first folklore organization established by 
Cypriot Turks, was founded with the objective of researching, spreading and enriching Cypriot folklore. 
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A traditional music group 50 
years ago was mostly comprised of 
2 people for financial reasons. 
Fewer people to share the fee for a 
wedding ceremony meant more 
money for each musician. Bigger 
groups were also possible. Mixed 
groups (with Greek and Turkish 
Cypriot) we found mostly in areas 
were Greeks and Turks lived 
together, such as the areas of 
Paphos, Mesaoria, etc. 
Just a few of the people we 
met played in mixed groups or some 
others just had some experiences or 
the opportunity to play as a Greek 
Cypriot at Turkish weddings or the 
opposite. It was difficult to find 
people with "mixed" playing 
experiences because most of them 
The province ofPaphos. The blue color is showing the 
Greek Cypriot population and the orange color the Turkish 
Cypriot population 
had already past away or the fact that Turkish Cypriots were in the minority so they didn't 
have as many musicians relative to the total population of Cyprus. 5 
One person who kindly shared his long experience was Aggelos Vasiliou,- known 
by the nick-name Atzielis, a sympathetic 75 year-old man from Goufes (the village next to 
Lefkonoiko). Goufes was a mixed village with a Turkish Cypriot majority. Aggelos spoke 
perfect Greek as well as Turkish. As a good violinist and also blind 6, he was preferable by 
Turkish Cypriots because it is well know that the Turkish traditional wedding ceremony 
required that the bride had to go through the entire wedding ceremony only with women 
5 From the interview with i1ker Kaptanoglu. Additionally the distribution of population by ethnicity in 1960 
was Greek Cypriots 77.1 %, Turkish Cypriots 18.2%, Marionites and Armenians 1.1 % and others 3.6%. 
6 Another example 0 a blind musician was the violinist Michales Theodoulou, known with the nick-name 
"Stravomichalos". Was playing in Greek-Cypriots but especially in Turkish-Cypriots weddings where was 
preferable according to the Islamic habits. 
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separated from the groom who had 
to stay also only with men in a 
different place that the bride. So 
for the women a blind good -
mUSICIan was always preferable. 
Otherwise the musicians would 
play outside the house or would 
play blindfolded. 
Aggelos's first teacher was 
a Turkish Cypriot called Hasan 
who taught him "practically". 
From his adolescence he played 
with Turkish Cypriots and stated 
that all the mUSICIans was 
absolutely equal. If someone was a 
good performer, he/she was always 
selected independently of his/her 
-- ......... 
", .... '" 
"'~- •.. '" 
l~ .... 
'.' : 
.,' " :~.,. 
The province of Larnaca, Nicosia and Mesaoria. The blue 
color is showing the Greek Cypriot population and the 
orange color the Turkish Cypriot population 
ethnicity (Greek-Cypriot, Turkish-Cypriot, Marionite, Latin ... ). Also cooperation between 
the Greek and Turkish Cypriots was always prevalent and humorously illustrated by a 
story related to us - one day in the village coffee-shop (kafenes - Ka<PEVElO) someone was 
playing the violin, but when Aggelos arrived, the villagers took the violin and gave it to 
him. When he started to play the villagers told the other violinist. .. as a Turkish song says 
" ... the current water, they refill it, so it is runs ... .... when a better violinist comes the old 
one has to go away ... " 
He and his group played at Greek as well as in Turkish weddings for many years. It 
is significant that they were never prohibited to play at Greek or Turkish weddings or other 
events such as Orthodox's or Muslim ceremonies, etc. The respect for diversity was 
mutual. 
The HASDER organization tried to reunite the group and had an interview with this 
group. This happened in 2003, after the buffer zone opened. They couldn't find all the 
members of the group, only two of them - the violinist and the percussionist. As young 
musicians the group was comprised of many more musicians (drams, guitar, lute, etc.). 
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Another great example of the music cooperation between the two peoples came 
from the province of Paphos. Most of the villages in the area were mixed while the 
remainders were purely Greek or Turkish. Not far from the city of Paphos, in a nursing 
home we met an old retiring, taciturn man. His name is Charalambos Christodoulidis, his 
friends call him (Chambis 0 laoutaris = Charalambos the lute player.), was born in 
Letimvou 7 in 1923. We found him after an earlier interview in Letymvou with Neofytos 
Konstantinou. Chambis learned music under the famous "master" of Paphos, Petrithkiotes. 
Charalambos played for many years with a Turkish Cypriot violin player. His name was 
Dervi~ from the mixed village of Asprogia. The old man was very moved after the 
question about his music partner. He said: 
"I played with Dervi$ for many years, he was a very good player ... when I was listening 
Dervi$ or somebody else I was able to tell you which one was Dervi$. We played together 
in Greeks and Turkish 
weddings as well; I also knew 
the Turkish songs. Dervi$ also 
spoke Greek but after 1974 he 
moved to the north side (of 
Cyprus) so after I lost him I 
played only with Greek 
Cypriots ". 
None of the 
interviewees reported that the 
relationships were not Aggelos Vasiliou with Ahmet (the six fingers) in a reunion in the 
peaceful among the ethnic HASDER'S interview in 2003 
populations. Chambis with a short but pithy answer said about the relations: 
"We were always just fine, we didn't have any disputes, not even religion, etc ... " 
Did your master (Petrithkiotes) also have any Turkish Cypriots students? 
Chambis: "In those times there was no problem between Greeks or Turks! Anybody could 
learn wherever he wanted. And everybody spoke Greek". 
7 Letimvou is a Greek ethnic village in the province of Paphos between the Turkish villages of Kourdaka and 
Pitargou and the Greek village Kallepeia. 
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Charalambos Cristodoulidis on the left (lute) and Dervi~ (violin) on the right 
We tried to find his partner Dervi$ on the north side of Cyprus but unfortunately we 
discovered that he had died. Although disappointed we discovered an old interview with 
him in the HASDER archive and also a newspaper clip relating Turkish Cypriots 
researchers meeting Dervi$ and Charalambos. 
In that interview (HASDER - August 1984) it was said that Dervi$ was born in 
Paphos. He started to play the violin in 1931 and continued until 1982. Up to 1963 he 
played at Greek and Turkish weddings (00:38). 
Dervi~ Gokaydm photo from the HASDER interview 
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According to the newspaper clip (April 21, 2008 KIBRIS EKRAN = Cyprus screen -
article name "Turkish Cypriot violinist Dervi~ and Greek-Cypriot violinists Chambis and 
Nicolas" by Eralp Adanir) 
•• Ok fliipOrtol--
,.IUo.l1. I(o l"'''ic'l Jt\uu -. 
° -: - - - . • Oervi~ day' ve 
K.,brts\' lurk K.~:n~nHe~bi ve Niko\aos 
", manec"er, Rum l\e ~ Translation: 
"Violins enjoyed together" 
Turkish Cypriot violinist 
Dervi~ and Greek Cypriot 
violinist Chambis and Nicolas 
In the above article Dervi~ ' s daughter said that.. . 
Kemaneci Hambi ... 
Keriman hanmlln anlaltlgmJ gore babasl 
Dervi~ day I, bir ba~ka kemaneci olan 
Rum arkada~1 Hilmbi ile birlikte 
dOgunlere giderlermi~ . RUITl-Turk dugtinu 
hi~ fark etmezmi~ . 8af'ln bir<;ok yerinde 
dup,unler yapllk.lannddl\, tOlllum 
ic;crisinde de bilinen ve "me~hur" olarak 
adl<lndlrllan ki~iler olmu~lar. 
Kcriman halllm, bilbaslIlln kemancci 
arkada~1 olan Hambi'yi neredc 
bulabilecegimiz bilgisini verdi . Rotaml2 
belli oldu; Baf kazilslIla bag/i, Hulu 
koyunlin yamnda yer alan Ledimbu dive 
bir koy. Gezilerimizde oralardan 
gec;mi~lik ama dogrusu Turk koyu . 
olma(l!gmc!an pek l'lzerinde dUfTTlaml~hk. 
Rahmelli Dervi~ day,"rn birlilcte dOgun 
yal)hgl ve ifk baglantlmlz olan kemaneci 
Hamhi'yle gOrU~mek ve gp.<;mj~te 
ya~drklarlnr, dugOnlpri ondan dinlerne!< 
iC;in, Guney gezilerimizden bir gunG de 
bu i$e ayrrdrk ve vola d(i$tok. 
Her father used to go and play at weddings together 
with his Greek Cypriot friend Chambis. It didn't matter 
if the wedding was Greek or Turk. They became very 
well known musicians because they played at almost 
every wedding in Paphos. 
We can also confinn this fact from other interviewees. 
For example, Neofytos from Letymvou spoke to me 
about Chambis and Dervi~, and also gave me 
infonnation where I could find Chambis. He also told us 
that Dervi~ played not only with Champis but also with 
another Greek Cypriots: somebody by the name of 
Michales 0 laoutarhs. (Michales the lute player.) 
As we reported above Chambis was very moved when he talked about Dervi~. The 
same fact was also mentioned in above article. 
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Translation: 
When we mentioned (the 
journalists) Dervi~ to him (to 
Chambis) he was really moved. 
Probably because of the old 
memories. They played at Greek 
and Turks weddings too. They used 
to play, Kartshilamas, Chifteteli, etc. / 
The third person in this article was Nicolas Violaris from Peristerona. Violaris was 
a student of Dervi~. A significant fact was (also reported from some interviewees) that 
Greeks Cypriots didn't have any dilemmas learning music from Turkish Cypriot teachers or 
vice versa. The Cyprus culture, traditions and music are common to all Cypriots. As 
Aggelos Vasileiou said: "The only criteria/or cooperation among musicians was talent, 
cooperation depended only on that H. 
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Dervifs violin was kept in Peristerona by the Violaris's son. When they met (the 
journalist, Dervi~'s daughter, Violaris's son, etc.) Violaris's son reported that although he 
didn't have a chance to meet Dervish, he felt in his soul through his violin which he had 
had for so many years. During that period of the disputes in Cyprus when people were 
moved from one place to another, said that they were moving from Nicosia to Paphos Dec. 
21, 1963 when Greek Cypriot soldiers stopped them near Limnitis and they interrogated 
him. When Dervi~ told the soldiers that he was a good friend of Nicolas Violaris (who then 
was an anny officer in the Greek Cypriots anny) the soldiers immediately allowed him to 
leave with the other Turkish Cypriots he was traveling with. Obviously in many cases the 
friendship among the people was much stronger that the horrible facts which took place in 
that period. 
In some other cases many Greek Cypriot mUSICIans only played with Greek 
Cypriots, and Turkish Cypriots only with Turkish Cypriots. Through the interviews we 
found examples where a Greek Cypriot group played at Turkish Cypriot weddings. For 
example Neofyros from Letymvou reported that he had played at three Turkish Cypriot 
weddings. At one of them in the village of Akourso a Greek Cypriot orchestra played in 
common habits (common wedding habits between GIC and TIC) and at some other 
traditional Turkish habits a Turkish Cypriot orchestra (zurna and tavul) played. The respect 
among musical groups at traditional events and the diversity in general has been confinned 
once agam. 
In another case Neofytos Konstantinou had the experience to play in Podilata's 
steki (=Podilata's purlieu-house) with a Turkish Cypriot violinist friend, songs which had 
the same root. So they sang one verse in Greek and the next in Turkish. Concerning songs 
and dances, as well as the music and style we will speak in more detail in the following 
chapters. In the end another Turkish Cypriot violinist by the name of Papatsiakkas played 
at Pittaka's wedding around 59 years ago (Neofytos). 
At the beginning of this project I imagined that I would not be able to find evidence 
of people having common musical relationships. Of course we had a lot of evidence of 
peaceful living especially before 1963 in many sectors of Cypriot life but about music 
(especially traditional which was the most common in that period) sources and research 
were extremely rare. 
Finally we found people who shared their experiences with us. I consider these 
people with common experiences before 1974 or before 1963 very lucky. At least they 
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tasted periods when the island was united (the average population under the British Empire 
and after), when Greeks, Turks, Armenians, Marionites, etc. were all Cypriots and all the 
island's seacoasts were accessible to all Cypriot citizens. On the other side our generation 
is unlucky; having to learn that the only enemy are the Turks and the only language in the 
island is Greek in the south and Turkish in the north. This generation that has grown up 
with a wall in the middle of the capital city is losing the concept of the possibility to live 
together again. Sometimes it seems that only a strong threat to humanity could reunite the 
people. It is strange that on one side we are in the century of the Internet and globalization, 
a united Europe and the integrity in diversity and yet on the other side the well known 
interests of the powerful combined with Cypriot fears, propaganda and prejudice hinder the 
reunification of our small island. 
Briefly we can report other evidence demonstrating current common musical 
relationships between Greek and Turkish Cypriots. 
Continuing the exploration of our music coexistence evidences in Nicosia we met a 
very pleasant and open minded Turkish Cypriot. His name is Caner Ilgar. A music teacher 
and performer, he shared his experiences which took place before 1974. He played the 
guitar in a few mixed groups. The structure of the groups was more European and they 
played mostly a popular repertoire. The names of some of the groups were "Melody 
Express, Black Boys, etc." They used to play with the first group mostly at Greek Cypriot 
weddings and with the second group at Turkish Cypriot weddings. When questioned how 
were the relationships (also the musical relationships) with Greek Cypriots, he 
characteristically answered us in a clear and loud voice: 
Caner Ilgar: "I don't like to discuss, my relationships with Greeks; they are my 
relationships with human beings, so if your asking me how it was? I ... My relationships 
with human being are perfect, for me there are no Greeks, no Turks, there are only human 
beings, I don't even consider myself a Turkish Cypriot I just say I am Cypriot because I 
was born on this island, I have nothing to do with the religion, I have nothing to do with 
nations ... my relationships are perfect". 
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How did cooperative work start with you and the Greek Cypriots? 
Caner Ilgar: "1 used to go to the beach in Varoshia 8 playing (the guitar) and singing. So 
one day the manager of the nearest hotel (at that beach) heard me and offered me a 
position in one of the groups. And the Greek Cypriots accepted me with true pleasure. We 
used to communicate in English .... with this groups we played also in some events, 
competitions (in Magic Palace - around 1968), festivals (around 1969), etc". 
In your experience have you ever heard from older musicians if Greek Cypriots 
played together with Turkish Cypriots? 
Tterlikkas M.: "Yes 1 heard that many music duets consisted of a Turkish Cypriot and a 
Greek Cypriot". 
ilker Kaptanoglu: "Many years ago, 1 heard stories from before 1 was born from old 
masters (traditional music). For example, one great master was Mehmetali. He was a blind 
violin player and he started learning the violin under a Greek Cypriot teacher in Paphos. 
Also in the villages of Stavrokonnou, Ai-Yiannis, Ai-Nicolas they all played together ,,9. 
Selyuk GarantJ: "Yes, during my research 1 learned that many musicians, also Armenians, 
played together. They were mixed groups [ .. .} " 
8 Varosha - Famagusta. 
9 All this villages was mainly Turkish Cypriots villages. 
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1.2 Written recourses 
Outside the interviews we discovered another written source. It is a book by the 
journalist, Eralp Adanir, who published some interviews which he had with Turkish 
Cypriot musicians. Although we were concentrating on traditional music which was more 
popular among Cypriots, we can also find other examples from classical music as well. A 
lot of cooperative work had been reported with Greek Cypriots through the years ... 
Adanir 1o: "How were the musical relationships In the old times with the Greek 
Cypriots?,,11 
Mustafa Kenan: "To be honest, what 1 have known since 1942 Zeki Taner, Vecihi Turgay, 
Fikret (jzgun and 1, we played the first violin in the only orchestra of the Greek-Cypriot 
'Mozart club'''. 
Adanir: "Are there any Greek Cypriots in the orchestra?" 
Mustafa Kenan: "The music club belonged to the Greek Cypriots but music was 
universal/international, it had nothing to do with nations. They heard about me, that 1 am a 
good musician, and they came and asked me to play with them; and with pleasure 1 joined 
them ... 1 played until 1963; among the musicians there was respect, love ... Music was a 
common thing between Turkish and Greek Cypriot and we didn't have any complaints. It 
was a pleasure for me to play with the Greek Cypriots". 
Adanir: "What happened after 1963? Did somebody force you to leave the orchestra or 
was it your decision?" 
Mustafa Kenan: "After 1963 we had to move in enclaves so we couldn't go to the orchestra 
but also we didn't want to go. But 1 would like to add that in 1967 there was a fight in 
Kofinou; Greek Cypriots had to move because they were afraid so the streets were opened. 
Because of this we had the chance to go to the Greek Cypriot areas again. There was a 
concert at the Goethe Institute and we were invited. It was next to the Ledra Palace on the 
green line so we could easily meet again with the Greek Cypriots and the Armenians. The 
10 Page 46, S6z U9ar YaZl KalIr (Miizigimiz Ozerine S6yle~iler) by Eralp Adamr 
11 Mustafa Kenan (1914-1997). He has an important place among the Turkish Cypriot as a classical violinist. 
He took his first violin lesson from the Armenian Vahram Yenovkiyan, who emigrated to Cyprus from 
Istanbul. 
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Greek Cypriots who knew us ran to greet us and asked if we were ok! ... around 1962 I had 
a concert with my 16 year-old daughter Gaye, we played the Mozart sonata No. 10 and we 
had very good reviews from the Greek Cypriots in the newspapers with big titles and 
photos ". 
Another important piece of documentation through the Adanir research was an interview 
with Zeki Taner 12. When he was 17 or 18 under British rule, he was an officer in the Police 
Band and quickly proved his talent and gained the respect of his fellow band members 
made up of Turkish, Greek and Armenian musicians. 
Zeki's Taner son said about his father 13 ... 
"He (Zeki Taner) started playing in the police bandfrom 
the age of 17-18. This band consisted of 35 members, 
Turkish Cypriots, Greek Cypriots Armenians and 
Marionites. There were 7 or 8 Turkish Cypriot 
members". 
The last example is Fikret Ozgun 14 who used to play also with Greek Cypriots and 
Armenians. 
"Yes, there were also Greek Cypriot musicians (invited to Turkish Cypriot weddings), the 
owners didn't care played (and this until 1963), after 1963 we created orchestras only with 
7' k· h C . ,,/5 1 ur IS yprlOts . 
12(l918-171h ofMay 1992). 
J3 Page 77, S6z U9ar YaZl Kallr ( Miizigimiz Ozerine S6yle~iler) by Eralp Adamr. 
14 10.11.l928 - 21.07.1963. 
15 Page 96, Sor Uear Yazi Kalir (Muzigimiz Uzerine Soylesiler) by Eralp Adanir. 
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Before 1960 and still under the British Empire we discovered in the Cyprus 
newspaper (before 1960) a small clip relating the re-election of the members of the Cyprus 
Philharmonic union. In this article we could also see Greek, Turkish and Armenian names 
just as in orchestras and bands as we reported above. 
The Philharmonic Union. 
During the 5th general assembly of the 
Philharmonic union in 29th of January, 
the following council members were 
re-elected. Sir Herbert Strong, Mrs. L. 
Udders, and, S. Pasicham, D. Pragos, 
B. Bettelian, F. Mikellides, E. Kox and 
Nazim Ali . Ledi Murphy is representing 
the Kerynia's province. Mr. Soultanian 
re-elected as honorary controller. 
In the Journalist Award l6 2004 article we discovered a paragraph with an important 
statement. 
Title: The amazing couple of Paphos. 
$evket Mustafa 78 years oldfrom Choulou - Paphos and now living in the ex Greek 
Cypriot village of Ashia said: 
"My father was a lute player, he played with one Greek Cypriot violinist for almost two 
decades (1930-1940) and later at many weddings in the all areas of Paphos. They played 
and sang all the Cyprus songs and dances in Turkish as well as in Greek, that is why they 
were very popular and often requested at Christian and Muslim weddings ... They sang the 
same song, once in Turkish and once in Greek and the people enjoyed it. They were 
dancing and drinking together. They forgot their distress and poor lives ... those were other 
times ... beautiful times of simple citizens, the common day citizens ". 
16 Journalist Award - For Diversity - Against Discrimination - European Commission/ Employment, Social 
Affairs and equal opportunities web article "Cyprus common homeland: in the steps of peace", G. 
Sofokleous. 
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2. Folk Versification (TTOII1TapIKa - piitarika) 
Part of the Cyprus Traditional music and culture was also folk versification 17 and 
the "tsiatista". Folk versification was a long narrative poem where people used to recite in 
a pastoral way. Many of them were transferred to today orally from person to person and 
many others we can find in written form (published or not). The content of these poems 
was inspired by Cypriot daily life. Most are written in the Cyprus dialect, a fact which we 
can also find in traditional music. We have chosen a few examples from two authentic 
Cypriot poems that demonstrates how consciously they wrote poems about the coexistence 
of Greek and Turkish Cypriots. 
Ol 0XTpoi 1[OU OUf.11[oupKioav 
The enemies that confederated 
Original: A9UJloUJlat l£We; l£EpvOUcruv ra TouPTcrul JlE TOUe; pWJltoUe; 
Translation: I remember how Turks lived with Greeks 
l£plV l£OU TOU'tOUe; TOU KuuKaEe; l£plV 1£0 TOUVTOUe; crKoTWJlOUe; 
before all the brawls and before all the killings 
Like siblings at weddings playing the violins 
crToue; ~OpVEe; TmE crra raouAta JlU 8EV ElXUV 8KtaOAla 
with the violins and the davuls they aren't being beloved 
MEpuv vUXTUV EJlE9KtoUcrUV 0 rtwp1dJe; JlE TO XucraVTJV 
Days and nights George and Hasan were getting drunk together 
The same as Kostas and Elver and they were feeling happy. 
KOJlU l£pOl£EPcru TmE l£EPcru EV Tm' EcrmEl l£OMTJV 'tcrtalPOV 
Also last year and two years ago, a few years ago 
l£Ourav OUA01 cruv U8EPKIU TJ'tOuv l£paJluv <pUVEPOV 
17 Folk versification used to be sung or recited by Folk performers in streets, squares, ceremonies, meetings, 
etc. It was something similar to the troubadours of the Middle Age or the minstrels of antiquity. 
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It was obvious that everybody was like a brother 
Mu EJlmlKUV Et~ to JlEaOV Ot oXrpoi Tat' EatJl1tOpKiauv 
But in the middle the enemies confederated, 
TaEiVOt 1tOD 1tEPV<l 0 AO~ TOD~ TatE TTlv Ta<lKpUV Jlu~ EO"T"aUV 
enemies whose word counts 
T atE KUA<l TU KUTU<pEPUV K<lJlU JlU~ 1tOD 8Kto XropK<l 
And They laid a trap for us and They separated us 
an' <lAAOD~ 1tEJl1tODV Et~ toy VOtoV Tat' <lAAOD~ 1tEJl1tODV atov BOPK<l 
They sent some of us to the northland others to the south .. 
Mu o"uV<l~ETE TO VOD au~ TatEV ro<pEActa KUJlt<l 
But think logically because all these is against us 
nOD uVTi vu <PEPVEt KEPto~ <PEPVEt JlUVtX<l STJJlt<l 
instead of benefiting us, it is just a damage 
TaEtivot EV vu 1tUV vu PE~ODV TatE vu qruODatV 1tOD JltU~ 
But all of them are going to come and live again 
Jlu EJlEi~ EW<l O"USOUJlEV cOa1tOD aTEKEt 0 toDVt<l~.18 
We are the only people who are going to live in this place forever. 
After the first half century when the foreign interests of the powerful had tried to 
create trouble between the two communities and divide the island, coexistence was very 
damaged. The necessity for peaceful coexistence in Cyprus was and is a priority. The 
closet mind leaders of the two communities (beginning in 1660) in combination with 
uneducated and close-minded people, have made coexistence even harder. So many people 
as the folk rhymer M. Plastiras have been trying to promote peaceful coexistence directly 
in content or parallel stories such as the next one below. Its title is "Peaceful coexistence". 
It describes a love story between a Turkish lady and a Greek man. We chose some lines 
from the poem to illustrate the way of thinking during the old times, the respect and love 
between Cypriots. 
18 Folk performer Michaels Plastiras - Dali 1904-1982 
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Original: 
Translation: 
« EpWrEUTIJV Il' f.VaV XPlO"KlaVOV, Kl 'E8EA£V r11v Km 'Kdvo~, 
She felt in love with one Christian and he wanted her too. 
'KdV11 EA£YErouv Tourou Km Kdvo~ Kwvoravrivo~ ... 
Her name was Tootoo and his Constandinos . 
. . . EV ~aKouotit (11 T ourou) IlE~ oro xopKffi bta TIJv KaAooUV11 
Tootoo is famous in the village for her kindness 
Km TIJV aya1IT\V TIJv l£OAitV, 1£0 'XEt yta TIJ PWlllOoUV11 ... 
and her big love for the Greeks . 
.. . Aq>ou 11 KOP11 bEY dXE yOVlOU~ va TIJV l£POlKioouv 
Because the girl didn't have any parents to dower her 
EOKf.q>TIJKav Ol xwptavoi yla va rou~ ~0118itoouv 
The villagers thought about helping them with her wedding 
APKE\jIEV rorE va rpa~a Ka8f.va~ ro l£ourSiv rou, 
and each villager gave as much money as he could. 
Tst' Ebiav ooa it8EA£V, Kara TIJ buvall11 rou. 
With the first donations they sewed her wedding dress. 
MOAl~ Aomov apKf.\jIaOlV, tu l£pffira l£OU owpffi\jlav 
When the first money were collected 
'Eq>Epav TIJ~ ra VDq>q>tKa Km TIJ~ ra EcruYKO\jlaV 
They bought her wedding dress and she was moved 
Km bwpEav Ot paq>ralVE~ a8f.lla TIJ~ tu pa\jlav)). 
And the seamstress made it for her completely for free. 
A minority in Cyprus Turkish Cypriots perfectly spoke the (Greek)-Cyprus dialect 
(as well as many Greek Cypriots, especially from the mixed or Turkish Cypriot villages 
who perfectly spoke the (Turkish)-Cypriots dialect). So many Turkish Cypriots have left us 
written resources as well. Some of them who wrote poems- versification were Mehmet 
Molla Ali or Mehemedo from K. Arodes, Mustafa Ramada Yakkoula from Lourougina, 
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Mustafa Hulusi from Vretsia 19, etc. Some verses obviously display that peaceful 
coexistence was a part of all Cypriot life. 
Original: «'GA.Ot j.u;yaA.ot Kat JltKpoi, Kovra Jlou Jla~EUn;in; 
Translation: "Come to me adults and kids, 
Kat 1tOtlTt11V 08wJlav6v 1tp6rtTJv cpopav va 8Ein; ... 
And you will listen for the first time to an Ottoman poet. 
... T~tat xplO"navoi 't~t 08wJlavoi, 6crot 1taprov ~p£8Ein;, 
Christians and Ottomans, whoever comes to the session 
IT, , " 'r' 20 av'ta uy£tav va x£'t£ ocrov KatpOV £,:>£t't£)) . 
Will always be well and gay, till the time you leave this world". 
Music co-relations especially before 1974 can also be found in some competitions 
where people were competed on solo instruments. One of the most famous competitions in 
traditional music and customs especially among Greek Cypriots as the majority on the 
island was the Kataklismos 21 ceremony. Two very important reports were related by G. 
Louka (1843-1925) that the "Kataklysmos" was a common ceremony among Muslims and 
the rest of the citizens of the island and the second one is a recollection from the travelling 
visitor, Dell Valle (13 th of October 1625), who saw on Cyprus Greeks and Turks playing, 
singing, drinking and having fun together. Turkish Cypriots participated in Kataklysmos 
and in all events until 1974 (playing instruments, athletic competitions, dancing, tsiatista, 
etc.) 
In 1946 at the Cyprus flute (pidthkiavlin) competition the Turkish Cypriot Hilmi 
Ibrahim won the 2nd price in Larnaca. Ibrahim was reported as the last Turkish Cypriot 
19 Konstantinos Y. Yiagoullis: Turkish Cypriots who participate in (Greek)-Cypriots cultural events and 
follow (Greek)-Cypriot traditions. 
20 Mehmet Molla Ali or Mehemedo from K. Arodes Konstantinos. Y. Yiagoullis: Turkish-Cypriots who 
participate in (Greek)-Cypriot cultural events and follow (Greek)-Cypriot traditions, page 9. 
21 Kataklismos ceremony is taking place for three days every May in Cyprus. It is including many traditional 
habits, competitions, singing, tsiatista etc. 
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who also won the flute competition in Famagusta. He also won many other times, in 1946, 
1947,1948,1949.1951,1952,1953,1955,1971,1972 and 1973. 
On the flute, Huseyin Osman won in 1952, Ibrahim Huseyin In 1947 and 1948 and 
Huseyin Mustafa in 1951 on the violin and lute22 • 
Obviously all the documentation of music co-relations and coexistence among Greek 
Cypriots, Turkish Cypriots and the other citizens of Cyprus indicates harmony and peace. 
My worries as a new generation student and my curiosity is focused on how musical life 
developed on this miserable island among the Cypriots, especially the period before and 
after 1960 when events finally started to take on shape, color and meaning. Musicians, 
especially before 1974 and the complete division of the two communities, worked and 
performed together, without fear, national diversities or any other prejudices. 
As we reported at the beginning of this research, which I prefer to call a journey, we 
concentrated on traditional music which was the most popular among Cypriots 40 to 70 
years ago. In the next chapter we will investigate the contents and sounds of Cyprus 
traditional music and provide some answers related to our subject. 
22 Konstantinos Y. Yiagoullis: Turkish Cypriots who participate in (Greek)-Cypriots cultural events and 
follow (Greek)-Cypriot traditions. 
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3. Similarities between Greek and Turkish Cypriots 
performers 
Through the centuries Cyprus traditional music has been shaped and is still being 
shaped by internal as well as external elements. Across the world when human beings 
created civilizations, traditional habits and especially music formed the identity of the 
people. Music in Cyprus, especially in the first half of the previous century, mirrored the 
Cypriots idiosyncrasies. It has been part of its poor life, in happiness, sadness and daily 
problems and has harmoniously suited the habits and spirit of Cyprus. 
According to all the historical evidence that we found around Cyprus and 
demonstrated in the first chapter, it is necessary to also take a look at the content of Cyprus 
traditional music. It is well known that our traditional music has been formed through time 
and has been influenced by socio-economic conditions, church music and all the 
exogenous elements which arose. All these changes have arisen harmoniously and 
sequentially, and according to people's feelings and culture any new elements are going to 
be adopted or denied. Traditional music is not authentic because across the world it has 
borrowed elements from other culture and adapted them. This is actually the beauty of this 
kind of music (Tterlikkas). It is also completely inane to try to prove that any traditional 
music of a country is without influences. (Tterlikkas). And so we use the term "adapt" and 
not "imitate". So every kind of traditional music has its place and by extension to the 
people of that place. In our situation, our music belongs to Cyprus and to all Cypriots who 
live on this island. 
Georgeos A. A verof wrote in his book23 " ... in the third caption (of the book) there are 
included music dancing elements from other neighbouring countries, which through time 
was adapted, adjusted and embodied in the Cyprus dancing repertoire [. . .}" 
Music today is changing faster than previously because of the technology 
revolution. The reproduction of music (gramophones, radios, televisions, cassette players, 
CD players, Internet, mp3s, etc.) has reduced the necessity of people directly involved in 
the creation of music. In older times music was part of the daily life, part of jobs -
especially in country life, in happiness, sadness and fatigue, etc. 
23 Averof, G. The demotic songs and the laics dance ojCyprns. Nicosia : Bank of Cyprus Cultural 
Foundation, 1989, pp. I, Introduction. 
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Cyprus traditional music has its origins from Digenes24 and Arodafnousa's25 songs, 
harvest songs (tpayouC>\a tOU 8tpom;), wedding song, and tsiatista, etc. All these kinds of 
songs and music were connected with the sense of survival of Cyprus daily life. 
So in the period of interest (before and after 1960), the main musical event among Cypriots 
was the wedding. Not as we know them today but as 50-60 years ago and more in Cyprus. 
We asked all the interviewees in the second part of our questionnaire about the content of 
the music in relation to Greek and Turkish Cypriots and the answers were very interesting. 
The Greek Cypriot wedding had a few differences from the Turkish Cypriot 
wedding which is expected especially when the first was Christian Orthodox and the 
second Muslim. But the many years of coexistence connected and mixed the customs of all 
Cypriots. Some interviewees (Neofytos Konstantinou) pointed out that at some Greek 
Cypriot weddings, the best man was a Turkish Cypriot or vice versa. It is obvious that 
people's love and good will for peaceful coexistence was able to sunnount any 
"differentiations" which may have existed. Therefore we can find many customs in both, 
the Turkish Cypriot and Greek Cypriot weddings and historically we can speak about the 
Cyprus traditional weeding. 
We can briefly report some common customs from past weddings and other ceremonies: 
• When the bridegroom arrived in the bride's village shooting guns announced the 
fact26. 
• A tradition was to take or send food ingredients and beverages to the house where 
the wedding was to be held. 
• A man who was appointed to organize the wedding ceremony, probably the best 
friend of the bridegroom, was called "sadic" by the Turks and "koumparos" by the 
Greeks. 
• The fixed wedding meal at the village wedding ceremonies was a special pilaf of 
meat and cracked wheat, called a "dogme", "herse" or "resi". During the washing, 
24 Digenes Akrites (~tYEVi]<; I\Kphu<;) is the most famous of the Acritic Songs (11 th - I t h century). 
25 Arodafnousa is a Cyprus medieval song. (See included material No. 2) 
26 Aggelos interview & Averofbook, page 157. 
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the transport to the mill and the grinding of the wheat to be used in the cooking of 
this meal, a musical ceremony was performed. In mixed villages, the young girls 
brought the wheat to the mill and it was ground accompanied by songs. There is 
also a specific song with the name "To resi". 
99. TO PE~I 
Tempo di Kalamatiano M.M. J = 168' 
• On ... one of the seven-day wedding ceremomes. The quilts were covered 
accompanied by music; a handkerchief was put on the quilt and the guests left gifts 
on this handkerchief. These gifts went to the bride. The women covering the quilts 
danced with the music together with the quilts. After dancing, a little boy turned a 
somersault on a quilt laid in the middle of the room. Thus, it was believed that the 
first child of the new family would be a boy. 
• At New Year, a special cake was cooked and a coin was put inside the cake. The 
cake was then sliced and distributed to the members of the family and the member 
finding the money was believed to be lucky for that year. 
• The Cypriot villagers believe that the sun would curse those who were in bed at 
sunrise. For this reason, it was regarded as necessary to wake up before sunrise. 
• Both Greeks and Turks accept Tuesday to be inauspicious27. 
27 Many of these customs were reported as well in Kani Kanol paper. 
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We ask the interviewees about the wedding repertoire and the answers were as follows. 
Aggelos Vasiliou said: "The dances Syrtos, kartsilama/8, Sousta were all the same in 
Greek and Turkish Cypriot weddings. Just the songs were different but mostly in the 
text/lyrics. All the songs we played had erotic and fighting content. Fighting content not 
because they wanted to kill each other but they fought though song or who would dance 
first - it was a kind of competition, but always with full respect ...... the melodic line has 
just a few differences but the accompaniment was exactly the same [. . .] " 
Ilker Kaqptanoglu: "No, (they didn't have any difference) before 45 years when I was 
playing, rl 2nd etc. kartsilamas were exactly the same ...... about the dances, Syrtos, Balos, 
Sus ta, "H Mandra ", "Aman Doctor ", "Konialy", etc. were all the same. "Aman Doctor" 
came from Istanbul. I don't know if the composer was Greek or Turk. In Turkey many 
composers are Greeks ". 
From the Middle Ages, Istanbul was an industrial muIticultural center under the 
Ottoman Empire. Ottomans, Christians, Catholics, Jewish, Rumanians, Armenians, and 
Europeans, etc. all lived and worked sharing the cultural benefits together. And so the 
entire area around Istanbul was a strong center of production. In the beginning of the 
previous century and especially around 192229 many people and especially Greeks moved 
to Cyprus. So the transfer of the culture, songs and other elements combined with new 
mechanical sound reproduction (gramophone) had a strong impact on our repertoire. In the 
same period we also had high gramophone record production in many languages, but 
especially in Turkish and Greeks. They were songs with a clear Greek form and Turkish 
lyrics or songs with a Turkish form and Greek lyrics. We also found songs with mixed 
form and lyrics. 
We have to also point out the influence from Greece and the other Greeks islands 
especially during the Byzantium30 period in our music. We can find many elements from 
28 Kartsilamas (=across dancers) is the most characteristic dance of the Cyprus repertoire. It is a suite form 
with 5 parts, 5 males and 5 females. 
29 The 1923 population exchange between Greece and Turkey was based upon religious identity, and 
involved the Greek Orthodox citizens of Turkey and the Muslim citizens of Greece. In 1922 the Greek-
Turkish war of 1918-22 ended. As a result many people was also moved to Cyprus. 
30 Byzantine is the music of the Byzantine Empire composed tof Greek texts as ceremonial, festival, or 
church music. It was very influenced (interactions) by the East as well and in extension Cyprus traditional 
music was very influenced from Byzantine music. It is characterized by a monophonic melodic line with the 
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those times as well in our music. But as was said previously it is inane to try to prove from 
where the music came or to whom the music belonged especially in these days of 
globalization. Music is international, a gift, a present to humanity because it belongs to the 
most common elements of communication and feelings shared by people and countries. 
Many people have been trying over time to divide Cyprus music into Greek and 
Turkish. We have many published examples on both sides but that will not be our focus 
because the common literature and customs among Cypriots are more important. In 
addition, any violent intrusion on the traditions of our culture or music has been thwarted 
by the feelings of Cypriots. Characteristically Kani Kanol in his paper31 said: 
"I can mention the folk dances and folk music among the joint values that we have 
determined clearly and definitely as a result of the above research studies. The folk dances 
and folk music as subjects of major importance related to folk arts are the values subject to 
maximum debate and pressure. Cypriot Turks witnessed the presence of people appointed 
by the Turkish authorities as teachers in the Turkish schools following the 1950's who 
taught Turkish folk dances to the students. 
These teachers also organized courses for the Cypriot Turkish teachers with the 
objective of teaching Turkish folk dances. Since the right of carrying out the training in 
their mother language was granted to the Cypriot Turks both during the British colonial 
period and after 1960 when the Cyprus Republic was founded, teachers arrived from 
Turkey through the agreements signed by the Turkish Republic. One of the major duties of 
these teachers was to teach and adapt Turkish folk dances and folk music to the Cypriot 
Turks. These efforts continued over many years, but in the end the folk dance groups 
formed at schools continued to perform Turkish folk dances, while the Cypriot Turks in 
villages and towns preferred to perform the folk dances at the entertainments adopted as 
Cypriot folk dances. A great majority of these folk dances were actually those performed 
the Cypriot Greeks too ". 
"ison" (isocrates) as an accompaniment. The same tradition continues in the Cyprus traditional music. 2nd. 3rd 
etc voices sounds unusual to our culture. The harmonic accompaniment (changing of chords on the lute) 
came very late. 
31 Kani Kanol kai to paper is published in the intemet. 
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3.1 Lyrics 
Concerning lyrics most of the interviewees couldn't remember any examples of 
Greek and Turkish text but fortunately we found a written source. All the musicians 
pointed out that Greek Cypriots were invited to Turkish Cypriot weddings or vice versa. 
As we reported previously, most of the Turkish Cypriots spoke the Cyprus dialect 
perfectly. 
Ilker Kaptanoglu: "Before 1974 most songs were in Greek because Greek (in Cyprus 
dialect) was the common language in Cyprus". 
So we had examples as: 
Original: 
Translation: 
EXrix; npoxri:c;, avrinpoxrcc; ben duvardan bakardim, 
Yesterday, day before yesterday, I was taking care of the wall 
EBda va prw i:(J(Jw (Jov ri;1 an and an senim korkardim 32 
I wanted to come into your house I was afraid of your mother. 
AxoV(Ja nwc; apwarrf(JcC;, Allah vere sulesin 
I heard that you were sick, let God help you die, 
YIari ri;1 CYIW cpwarrf(Ja da gelmedin goresin 
because I was sick too, and you didn't come to see me 
Irl1v noprav j.Jcv l-ari:Kc(Jw kak oradan gidersin 
Do not stand by the door, stand up and leave from there 
ri;w nov rov a(Jnpov (Jov A.wj.Jov bir sevdali veresin. 
and from your white neck give me one kiss 33 . 
Other researchers had been tried to identify some common songs among Greek Cypriots 
and Turkish Cypriots. They had two intentions, the first to build bridges between the two 
communities and the second to show that we have so few commons beliefs in ours cultures 
that we can not live together. It depends on the researcher having any political-financial 
aims, prejudices or nationalistic ideas. In truth historically we can find songs with deep 
common roots, for example the song "katifes" or songs whose origins are Greek or Turkey 
32 Konstantinos Y. Yiagoullis: Turkish-Cypriots who participated in the (Greek)-Cypriot cultural habits and 
followed the (Greek)-Cypriot traditions, page 59-60. 
33 Konstantinos Y. Yiagoullis: Turkish-Cypriots who participated in the (Greek)-Cypriot cultural habits and 
followed the (Greek)-Cypriot traditions, page 59-60. 
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or songs which have Cyprus, Greek and Turkish versions such as H brakalkoniali. But as 
said before, traditional music is influenced, borrowed, adapted and embodied with 
elements from other cultures. The geographic location of Cyprus, a crossroads between 
Europe, Asia and Africa and its history (see included material No. 7) ensure that many 
influences have been present over the centuries. 
Sel-;uk Garanti: "Yes, we have some common songs, just they are in own language 
(Turkish or Greek) for example "Ea'Clpa TO f1~AO "I" Venetikaina ", "Oglan Oglan ... 
dancing songs are the same ... or some songs are used only by Turks and some others only 
by Greeks, which is absolutely normal [. . .} " 
A verof also reported in his book that the kartsilamas song "kioroglu" is an arrangement of 
the song "Melon34" and was danced in the same way by Greeks and Turks. In the 
"kioroglu" song we have lyrics in Greeks (which are the same as in the song "Milon") and 
in Turkish too. 
The song "Melon" The song "Kioroglu" 
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34 The song "Melon" [=Ample] is a clear male dance and belongs to the category of "Kartsilamas". Its time 
signature is 9/8, a mixture of 5/8 and 4/8. 
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Other examples are the songs "Konialis3s" and "Ntevelis" which were danced at weddings 
and ceremonies by Armenians and Turks as well. We also had lyrics in Armenian and 
Turkish. A variation of "Konialis" is the song "The Vraka" which is a later arrangement 
with comic lyrics in Greek. 
I The song "The Vraka" The song "Konialis" 
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G. Avero/6 was one of the greatest traditional music violinists in Cyprus. He 
traveled across all Cyprus as a violinist and he played in hundreds of wedding ceremonies, 
festivals and events. In one of his books he wrote: 
"In the oldest times, and not actually too far from today. Greeks and Turks of Cyprus 
cohabited and lived harmoniously, in mixed and unmixed villages. In jobs, ceremonies and 
all of life events were culturally close. So, we have to be recognize that in dances and 
many other daily customs, we had so many common areas. I report for example the 
35 The song "Konialis" came to Cyprus from Ikonion of Asia Minor/ Anatolia. 
36 Georgios Alexandrou Averof: Was born in Kaimakli - Nicosia. He was one of the most traditional 
violinists of Cyprus. He was playing around Cyprus and he wrote books about traditional music and Cyprus 
wedding_ 
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"Kartsilamas", the "Kioroglu", the "Karotseri", the "Koniali", the "Zeimbekika" like the 
"Attalikon", the "Sialfos mamma" [= the drunk), the songs "Aman Doctor", "Katife, with 
the paraphrase. "I wanted it in my life", the" Pembe Gul", which in Turkish means the 
pink rose, with a paraphrase in Greeks such as "T' Ai Filippou", etc. So when we talk 
about Cyprus music we have to keep in mind that the Turkish Cypriots also had their part 
in it as previous examples showed not to mention the "taximia", the improvisations which 
were handed down from the oldest musicians, as well as the "siarkia" which were clear 
T k· h ,,37 1 ur IS songs . 
37 Averof, G. The demotic songs and the laics dance o/Cyprus. Nicosia: Bank of Cyprus Cultural 
Foundation, 1989, pp. 163. 
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3.2 Interpretation 
Outside the theoretical part of our research it is necessary to practically analyze the 
content of the songs and understand the method of interpretation when Cypriots, Greek and 
Turks played. As emphasized previously it is unnecessary to find common songs, or divide 
the songs into Greek or Turkish, etc. Of course all songs have historical roots, but the 
important thing is how people (Cypriots) accepted, loved and embodied these songs and 
their music into their cultures. 
The only certainty is that there are some uncommon songs, but that is nonnal. Up 
to now customs have been found that are different from town to town, or village to village, 
this also happens in the music. The character, style, tempo, ornamentation, melodic line 
and very often the lyrics of a song depend on the local area, the player's technique (good or 
bad), and the fact that the songs have been taught to the most recent generation by "ear" 
(most of the musicians were not able to read a score). So it was very rare to find two 
mUSICIans who played the same song exactly the same. Consequently we find many 
variations of songs from place to place. For example in Cyprus music we have the 
"phones" (= sounds, phone - the phone of somebody or something), therefore we have 
"Phone Mesaritiki", "phone Akathitissa", "phone Karpasitiki", "phone Tillirkotissa,,38 etc. 
The focus of our analysis was to find sound resources which had their roots in the 
period before and after 1960, for example, books or recordings of musicians where the 
writers or the players were educated and perfonned in that period. In our research we will 
concentrate on the songs that were found which were written or perfonned by at least one 
Greek Cypriot and one Turkish Cypriot. This is highlighted because of the hard and simple 
life in Cyprus at that time meant it was very difficult to discover some recordings 
especially among Turkish Cypriots. It was easier among Greek Cypriots because there are 
a few recordings and written sources39. 
3H All these "phones" names are specifics places or areas in Cyprus. 
39 The most important: Averof, kallinikos, Tombolis books etc. 
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The following song is the Syrtos 
dance. It was recorded and written 
by the researcher Selc;:uk Garantl . 
The performer was Turkish Cypriot. 
iSGELE SiRDDOSU 
(Sgal}'odigo) 
Kaynak MchmClali Tmh~ a~ 
AhmCI AllIJXlml;lk 
Delle\en. \lur31 Kambulul( 19KK, 
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a. The time signatures of the two songs are exactly the same 2/4 (the second song 
attached to the next page). 
b. The motive (the first two bars) is harmonically and rhythmically the same. 
c. The phrases are 8 bars and they are divided into two smaller elements. 
d. In general the structure is completely the same and the melodic line moves in the 
same direction. 
e. We can see that the tempo is just 20 M.M. different between them which is 
completely normal and also depends on the mood of the player at the time and 
place. 
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f. The specific syrtos consists of small parts. The order of these parts IS quite 
different. 
g. They have the same name and dancing character. 
h. In both songs we can find the characteristic augmented 2nd B flat - C sharp and the 
parallel fifths which are very common in Cyprus traditional music. 
Therefore it is very obvious that the first example played by a Turkish Cypriot (probably) 
Mechmetali Tatliyay and the second example from the Greek Cypriot Averofs G. book is 
the same song and was used by all Cypriots. 
The Syrtos dance is From 
24. lYPTOl (LIWA.IWTlK"O;) Averof. G. book Demotic song 
and laics dances of Cyprus. 
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The following song is a Kartsilamas dance. It was recorded and written by 
the researcher Sel~uk Garantl. The performer was Turkish Cypriot. 
Ka~1101k: MclunClah Vasfi(Tathya~-Kcmallcl 
('ahid Asar(L'd) Dcrlc\cn: Hii~ ill Kanal"ll ~70) 
Ahlllc( Abdllllah(L·/IIIK1al. Nadidc-Zilli ()aircl 
Ahmcl Mustara(Altlpannak-Doblcgl 
Nola~a Alall: s..:1"lIk G:mllllilAmhk 1'.1'.15) 
KADIN KARSILAMA 4 
j:::: 14.'5 (g) 
d A B' A 
F r IF F 
B~ A d A B~ A 
IF ije 
Joill/! 
F 
The Kartsilams songs was one of the most characteristic, famous and important songs of 
the Cyprus repertoire. All violinists should be able to play both male and female suits of 
Kartsilamas. Most of the kartisilamas dances also have lyrics but they are rarely used. 
a. The two songs have the same name and also the same characteristic time signature 
of9/8. 
b. The 9/8 rhythm is divided in both dances in 2/8 + 2/8 + 2/8 + 3/8. 
c. The first bar which is characteristic in both dances is exactly the same, rhythmically 
and harmonically. 
d. Each phrase is comprised of two bars. 
e. The melodic line by the Turkish Cypriot performer is characterized by more 
ornaments compared to the Greek Cypriot who preferred to play the melodic lines 
simply. 
f. Both melodies are characterized by the augmented 2nd B flat - C sharp 
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Unfortunately we don't have the entire score by the Turkish Cypriot, but this is also normal 
since often a musician did not know the whole piece and so repeated the first part. As seen 
here the same song was also used by all Cypriots in the same way and character. 
The 4 th female Kartsilamas dance 
is from Averof. G. book Demotic 
song and laics dances of Cyprus. 
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The following Gozan is asyrtos dance. It was recorded and written by the 
researcher Selc;:uk Garantl . The performer was Turkish Cypriot . 
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The Kocan or Gozan Mars is the song with which musicians accompanied the married 
couple into the church after some previous traditional custom in the house. In many cases it 
was used by Greek and Turkish Cypriots (in the Bayrams ceremonies), etc. Was also used 
as a Syrtos dance at weddings. 
• in both songs we can find the same time and key signature 
• Its first part is comprised of 10 bars (5+5) in both examples. 
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• The first and second bas have exactly the same character. 
• The melodic line moves in the same direction and the basic harmony is the same. 
• The song is divided into small parts like a, b, c, etc. which is characteristic in both 
examples. 
The Kocan Mars was a very famous song commonly used by all Cypriots. 
The Kocan Mars is from Averof. G. book 
Demotic song and laics dances of 
Cyprus. 
66. KOCAN MARS (Lupro.;J 
Moderato M.M. J = 72' 
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What also happens in many cases for all Cypriots is the change of the lyrics from 
Greek to Turkish or vice versa. For example, the song Feslikan - Basil (Greek. Psindri 
Vasilitzia) arranged by Sel9uk Garantl who wrote III the notes to hIs book Cyprus songs: 
"Musician and music teacher Cemal Ozgiirsel wrote Turkish lyrics in this Cyprus song 
with Greek lyrics, named Vasilica, in early J 980s. He named the song F eslikan". 
Klbns Havalan 1 I Cyprus Songs 1 I Selcuk Garanli 
The following song is 
from the book Cyprus " 
song by Selc;:uk Garantl. - FE LiKAN 
MUzik: Anonim 
SOZ: Ccmal Ozgiirsd 
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I) Scnsin hcnim canlm dadlJ scvgilim 
Sen gogniimde a"an feslikan "i"cgim 
GIZ seni goriinca oynar yUregim 
l\AKARAT ... 
l\AKARAT 
2) Fcslikfin dakmnll~ yarim boynuna 
13endo lira baglaml~ gllzel boynuna 
Soyunuh da girscm yarin goynuna 
(Soyunsam da girscm pamhug goynuiia) 
:-.JAKARAT... 
CanlmSln feslikanlmslii ben aynlamam 3) Feslikan ekerkan yar sagslsma 
Yarin dadh dudagmdan ayn galamam Usul usul dolandlm onun arkasma 
Onedim piinedim hen lamhasma 
NAKARAT ... 
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All of this documentation confirms that Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots share 
the same music, the Cyprus traditional music. The origins of each song are unimportant, 
but the character, meaning, content and sound of the songs are truly Cyprus. The 
similarities are very close, almost the same, with personal colour and character connected 
with the culture of the people, their history, and the harmonious coexistence where all 
Cypriots have worked for a piece of bread and hoped for a better future for the island and 
their families. 
Of course they are many other songs from the Cyprus repertoire that were used by 
all Cypriots, but it is very difficult to identify the recordings. 
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3.3 Instruments 
From the interviewees and historical 
sources it became important to discuss a few 
things about the character and the instruments 
~ that Cypriots used, both Greek and Turkish. As 
mentioned in the first chapter most of the groups 
consisted of two musicians and two instruments, the first 
voice (melodic line) instrument and the accompanying 
instrument. In many cases there was also a third musician, 
the percussionist, and rarely groups with more than three 
people can be found. At Cyprus weddings a violin and a 
lute were always necessary and this combination is found 
in both, Greek and Turkish Cypriots. The violin always 
followed the main melody of the dance or the same 
melody in unison with the singer. The Greek melodic line 
was much simpler than the Turkish. Turkish Cypriots had 
the ability to use more ornaments (also very good in 
taxims - kind of improvisation with microtones.), which 
contributed a quite heavy character to the music. It always 
depended on the feelings of the audiences of course. 
Among Turkish Cypriots, they also used the "zurna,,40. 
This instrument is connected with many traditional 
Muslim customs. They also played all the Cyprus 
repertoire on the zurna, its advantages were a clear and 
loud sound which, in the old times, was clearly heard in 
ceremonies and weddings. The zurna was used mostly by 
Turkish Cypriots and rarely by Greek Cypriots. 
Aggelos v.: "Violin was 
also played together with 
the zurna, sometimes 
together and sometimes 
in turns. We used to play 
the entire traditional 
repertoire. I remember 
there was one great 
zurnist, his name was 
Braimis {lbrahim}, he 
died ... ... we never had any 
disagreements about the 
music, or the repertoire, 
or who was going to play 
first, there was absolute 
respect between us... we 
didn't have any 
exceptions, for example I 
am Greek or you are 
Turk, we were all equal". 
Fitis: "It happens a few 
times to dance in 
festivals where zurnas 
were played. 
Chambis: "As a lute 
player I was 
accompanying many 
times the zurna at 
Turkish Cypriot 
weddings. 
40 Zurna is a Turkish folk wind instrument. Because of its strong sound it is generally played in the open air, 
on occasions such as village weddings. 
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Tterllikkas: "Greek Cypriots used to play 
the zurna too, as Kokovias from Ayia Napa, 
Michales Kouloumis from Lisi who also 
said: 'My dream was to play the zurna but I 
didn't have enough money to buy one so, I played the 
aulos-pidthkiavlin ,41 ". 
About percussion among Cypriots where the 
group had a percussionist (because the lute substituted 
the role of percussion) they used the Tampoutsia. The 
tampoutsia had a soft and sweet sound contrary to the 
loud sound of the "davul,,42 or "doumbek,,43 used 
mostly by Turkish Cypriots. All of these main 
instruments are rarely used today, usually the violin, 
lute and doumbek in both communities and the zurna 
and davul in the Turkish Cypriot community. Many 
other instruments have come and gone, or remained 
over time such as the ntefi44, clarinet, guitar, Keyport 
etc. 
The oldest traditional 
instruments in Cyprus 
were the "pithkiavlin" 
and tambutsia... used 
by both Greek and 
Turkish Cypriots without 
any difference to the 
structure of the 
instrument or to the 
way of playing. 
Tterlikkas & Fitis: I had 
marteries from 1920-
40s where a whole 
wedding ceremony was 
done only with one 
"flure-pidthkiavlin" and 
one "tamboutsia". 
41 Flute - wind instrument made of cane used mostly by the lower class of Cypriots because it is very cheap 
instrument and takes no more than 15 minutes to make. In Cyprus it is known by the name, "pidthkiavlin" or 
"flogera" in Greek, and kava I (gaval or dili diidiik) In Turkish. 
42 Davul (drum) is an old percussion instrument. It can be in different sizes and is generally used in open 
spaces on occasions such as weddings, folk dances, etc. 
43 The darbouka is the name for this drum in Northern Africa and the Middle East. This drum has come to be 
known as the "doumbek". 
44 "Tambourine" or "marine" (commonly called "tambo") 
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Tterlikkas: "/ believe that in Cyprus there is a magic blend of 
ancient Greek, Byzantine and Anatolian music. Cyprus belongs to 
this block. That's why we have almost no influence from Western 
music". 
I1ker Kaptanoglu: "/ think the traditional Cyprus music is a mixture of 
Hellenic and Ottoman music". 
Michaels Hadjimichael: "/ believe that we are not the most eastern point of Europe but the 
most western point of the East". 
These are some general opinions from three researches of Cyprus traditional music 
where it is obvious that influences from neighbouring countries and cultures were 
unavoidable and at the same time very welcome. 
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4. The reaction of the audience 
In addition to the relationships between the musicians it is also very important to 
say a few words about the impact of the music or of a mixed group performance on the 
audience. As said before traditional music was closer to the pure Cypriots and expressed in 
singing and dancing. Additionally the music was also connected with the daily life of 
Cypriots in almost all events. All the interviewees who played for years for people in 
Cyprus were asked about the reaction of the audience when a mixed group played. 
For example, Aggelos Vasiliou said that he remembered nothing happened among 
the audience. The only thing which happened very often was a disagreement about who 
was going to dance first, but this happened among all Cypriots. Also in many cases 
Aggelos said that you had to always be careful because among the people you could find a 
bad person. 
Aggelos: "Many times nothing happened when we were arranging who is going to play. 
For example if 1 had to play at a Christian weeding, 1 wouldn't take my friend Hasan with 
me, 1 would prefer a Greek Cypriot. The Turkish Cypriot never complained about this 
because they did this many times too. But when Hasan died (he was my first teacher) 1 
always went with them to play. But it happened for example in Turkish villages where a 
Greek Cypriot musician played or vice versa. We were mixed and 1 remember nothing ever 
happening among the people and the audience". 
Neofytos Konstantinou: "When we had a national event for example there was a 
possibility for the Turkish Cypriots to be present. But if they were there or not you could 
not differentiate who was the Greek Cypriot and who was the Turkish Cypriot. " 
Caner I1ker: "The audience didn't have any problem, they just enjoyed it and our friend 
was also demanding; please, play some Turkish song ... and 1 remember 1 used to play also 
a Turkish song at Greek weddings, for example 'Yia Moustafa '. Nothing disturbed our 
music" ! 
I1ker Kaptanoglu is still an active musician today and performs in Cyprus. He was asked 
about the reaction of the audience when he plays in a mixed group. 
K. I1ker: "Until now to be honest 1 haven't come across any negative expressions from the 
audience. They support us, and 1 believe that the support is coming naturally (instinctively) 
because we are playing our country's music. Also my experiences with bi-communal 
groups were only in the south ". 
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There are many examples and reports that the audience really enjoyed the music without 
any problem. This is another demonstration of how strong a tool music is! The power and 
the impact which music has would be very helpful if we used it properly. 
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5. The impact of the bi-communal troubles - clashes. 
All the previous historical documentation confirms that music played an important 
role in the peaceful life of Cypriots, especially in the first half of the twentieth century and 
the period before and after 1960. The first serious conflicts started in 1963 when political 
intentions, foreign interventions and the immature society of Cyprus lead the two 
communities in two different directions. In addition, the close-minded leaders of the two 
communities were only interested in their respective communities and not in Cyprus as a 
whole or its people. Some opinions follow about how the facts influenced musical 
relationships. 
When the troubles - conflicts (1963 - 74) started, did they have any impact on 
music relations between Turkish and Greek Cypriots? 
Anggelos: "Yes, they had, we still played together but the "glass was already broken" 
(already feelings were hurt) When the divisions of the mixed villages was complete 1 lost 
all my colleagues ... actually the Greek Cypriots moved from the village because we were 
the minority, 1 kept in touch with my Turkish Cypriot friends but we didn't play music 
anymore, we weren't in the mood". 
Some villages also stayed mixed after 1963 and probably life still continued as 
before. It is important to mention that all of the interviewees who had good life-long 
experiences of cooperation and coexistence among Greek and Turkish Cypriots were 
deeply touched after this specific question. A transformation of their mood, faces and eyes 
to sadness and gloomy was obvious as if they didn't want to remember all these tragedies 
and disasters. Actually their body language said more than their responses. 
Elver kavazi: "From the time of E.OK.A. (/955-59) the atmosphere was quite blurred, 
after 1963 we didn't participate together in festivals and other activities ... also they started 
to threatening us [. . .} " (People from the same community threatened them if they had any 
relations with the other community - this happened on both sides). 
Fitis: "When 1 played in Pitargu and Akoursos at a Turkish Cypriot wedding after the bi-
communal disorders (around 1967), then the relations started to be normal again". 
S4 
Mustafa Kenan: "I played until 1963; among musicians there was respect, love ... Music 
was a common thing between Turkish and Greek Cypriots and we didn't have any 
complaints. It was a pleasure for me to play with the Greek Cypriots45 [. . .]" 
So the tragic history touched the musical relationships as well. People moved from 
their homes, were killed, and fanaticism unfortunately overcame the purest people. It had 
become stronger than the culture and civilization of Cyprus. 
45 Adanir, E. S6z U~ar Yazl Kahr (Miizlglmlz Uzerme S6yle~"er). Glme-Klbns : Mete Adamr Vafkl,2008. 
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6. Music in Education and the Goal of Coexistence 
A good point to investigate is what is happening in our schools today after 36 years 
of the invention and completely division of the island. Since music is related to our project, 
it will be the centre of our focus. It must be stressed that our exploration of the educational 
system has been conducted in the free part of the island which is under the official 
government of Cyprus. In the north of Cyprus it is not so easy to get access to the system, 
especially in places under the "army's eye" and where people would like to promote the 
complete division of the 
island. (These kinds of 
opinions can be found 
on both sides.) 
Fifty and sixty 
years ago many Turkish 
Cypriot students 
enjoyed the Greek 
Cypriot schools but 
there were also Turkish 
schools. Today In 
northern Cyprus there is 
Pic. School ceremony in Turkish school. from the book "Paphos 1924 -
1929, photo by Spyros Charitou" - Culture center of Mar fin Laiki Bank 
still one Greek school in Rizokarpas046 and in the south there are a few schools around 
Cyprus which have very few Turkish Cypriot students. The best known school which had 
the most Turkish Cypriot students is the 18th basic school of Ayiou Antoniou in Lemesos 
and it will be examined later. First, a look at the top of the pyramid is warranted. 
The top of any decisions are dominated by elected politicians and the Ministry of 
Education. Over the years there have been many politicians and subsequently many 
political lines to follow related to resolving the Cyprus problem and an educational policy 
strategy. In my opinion, these two factors have always played a larger part in the issue 
rather than less. Of course it is very hard to change political decisions and visions 
connected with the history of a country and even more so to exactly find the right direction 
46 After 1974 a few hundreds of Greek Cypriot enclaves refused to leave their houses so they stayed under the 
Turkish army command. 
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in such a new republic (1960) that has been currently suffering for so many years. A few 
points should be examined. 
The primary goal of the Ministry of Education for 2008 - 2009 and the secondary 
goal for 2009 - 2010 was: (Ministry of Education and Culture - Council to promote this 
goal - published paper47) 
"Fostering a culture of peaceful coexistence, mutual respect and cooperation between 
Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots with a view to holding free and the 
reunification of the homeland and our people," 
The following paragraph is a brief summary of this goal or paper. 
As a main goal we have to say that it is significantly important for the Cypriots and 
especially for the newest generations which has had no experience of peaceful coexistence. 
In additional it underlines the fact that each community should learn its mother language, 
its customs and culture, but we also have to emphasize to the common culture and all the 
common elements which can bring the two communities closer as a people of the same 
land. It is also important that any solution that arises must find the people of both 
communities ready and prepared to share common values again. Of course each 
community should accept its mistakes if we are to have a peaceful future. Subsequently the 
school is the place where this goal can be realized. The teachers/pedagogical staff should 
take the advantage to learn, realize and then support their students in aspiring to this goal. 
We have to remain open to the values of equality, freedom, democracy, peace and fairness. 
These values should be mirrored in to the school curriculum and extra-curriculum 
programs47. 
It is appropriate to look at the music curriculum (our subject) to ensure that this 
goal is really being pursued in the schools. 
• In the curriculum of elementary schools (lSCED 1) there isn't any information 
about supporting the above goal, only that one of the goals in general is that the 
students should learn to appreciate the musical heritage of other cultures which in 
terms of the curriculum has nothing to do with the above goal of coexistence. 
47 Document from the goal promote council- Ministry of Education and Culture (see included material No. 5 
in Greek). 
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• About the gymnasiums (lSCED 2) in Cyprus, there isn't any information about 
supporting the coexistence of the two communities as well. Only a few reports that 
students should learn about the traditional music of Cyprus. 
• In high schools (lSCED 3) there is detailed education about traditional music but 
again, no reports which can support the above goal. Possibly this is a good 
opportunity to introduce some common values (between Greek and Turkish 
Cypriots) in the first grade of high school (recordings with bi-communal groups, 
Turkish Cypriot composers and instrumentalists, etc.) 
The paper that promotes this goal suggests many extra-curriculum activities for 
teacher education about the coexistence and common culture, common activities, meetings 
with students from both communities, films, documentaries, creation of websites, etc. It 
also suggests material which could be helpful for the teachers such as novels, tales, poetry, 
prose, etc, all good assets to achieve this goal. However, in terms of music, unfortunately 
only one CD by Adamos Katsantones and ViI tan Ta~ci was suggested. In reality the 
teachers must take the advantage of any initiatives as individuals and try to support this 
goal. The system only suggests many things, but it is still very rigid and inflexible in 
introducing curriculums programs which are going to be truly effective for the newest 
generations. 
Some events related to our subject that have taken place In the school 
environments 48: 
• On November 20, 2008 a traditional mUSIC concert was organized at the 
Gymnasium of Rizokarpaso. The musicians presented traditional instruments and 
sang Cyprus and Turkish songs with the students and their teachers. Musicians: 
Andreas Christodoulou (lute, oud, violin), Alkis Agathokleous (winds instruments), 
Euripidis Dikeos (percussion), Kemal Devrci (zurna and pidthkiavlin), and Aziz 
Kahraman (davul). 
48 The specific material was found at the Cyprus Ministry of Education and Culture. 
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Musicians are presenting the Cyprus traditional instruments in Rizokarpaso ' s school 
• On February 18,2009 a choir workshop (in Pancyprian Gymnasium) was organized 
by the conductor Jeofrey Weaver, for students and teachers of Nicosia. At 8 PM 
students and teachers conducted by Mr. Weaver had a common concert in Ledra 
Palace Hotel, with the choir "Wyre Forest Young Voices Youth Choir", music high 
school of Ni co si a and the Turkish music school. 
• On May 4, 2009 a traditional music event was organized at the Gymnasium of 
Rizokarpaso. Students from the music school of Nicosia and students from 
Rizokarpaso sang traditional songs in both languages, Greek and Turkish. 
• At the 16th International Educational Fair organized on February 19-22,2009 at the 
Area of International Fair in Nicosia students sang in the opening ceremony in both 
languages, Greeks and Turkish. (see included material No. 1) 
Also a few other events took place but as said before these were not part of the 
core-curriculum. They are very rare and only a portion of students are able to enjoy these 
activities. It also depends on the teacher's outlook and good will, if they are going to 
devote the extra time and energy to any bi-communal events. 
A question which must be answered is the following: 
Do these events have truly positive impact on the students and teachers? 
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6. 1 A brief statistical overview 
These statistics only cover the schools under the Cyprus Ministry of Education and 
Culture (all schools in the south, unoccupied part of Cyprus). From the latest results for the 
academic year 2008-2009 in the basic level49 (~TJJlonKiJ EK1tai8EUaT) - ISCED 1) of 
provinces of Ni co si as, Lemesos, Lamacas - Ammochostos and Paphos the total number of 
students was 51737; 46241 were Greek Cypriots, 98 were Turkish Cypriots and others50 
5398. In the lower and upper secondary levels51 (rUJlVucrto & AUKEto - ISCED 2&3) for 
the academic year 2007-200852 for the same provinces there were 50737 Greek Cypriots, 
12 Turkish Cypriots and 2822 other students. In the basic school level the province which 
has the most Turkish Cypriot students is Lemesos and this is probably due to the specific 
basic school previously mentioned, the "18th elementary school of St. Antonius" which 
has Greek and Turkish Cypriots teachers as well. 
The music teacher of this school, Irini Kakogianni of Lemessos, is a polite young 
lady full of passion for her job and she shared her experiences of the last three years in this 
school. (This basic school can be considered bi-communal). 
How did you feel when you heard that you were posted to this school? 
I was shocked, it was very difficult in the beginning. I had already 20 years 
experiences as a teacher and when I started in this school I felt like it was my first 
year, I didn't know what to do because the kinds, Greek and Turkihs Cypriot are 
very active and energetic and the education-music level was very low. 
The low level was because of the bi-communal character? 
There are many reasons together, firstly it is an ethnically pure district, most of the 
kids are also Romans53 or Kurds, etc. and many times the director of the school 
went to their houses to bring them to school. Many times I went to the class and 
49 See. Incuded material No. 3. 
50 Marinates, Armenians, latinos etc. Also very important part of our society but because of the specific 
project we concentrate only to the G/C and TIe. 
51 See included material No. 4. 
52 The only statistics available. 
53 From 1960 Romans (Romans population) in Cyprus choose to belong to the TIC community 
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nobody was there so I had to look for 
them. It was not a normal class so I 
had to find ways. Many times I cried 
and found in a very difficult situation. 
It should be mentioned that from the 
Turkish Cypriot half of the children at the 
school just a few of them were originally 
Turkish Cypriot including their culture (their 
appearance and way of thinking, etc. was 
closer to the Cyprus culture). 
Children from the 18th elementary school of 
Ayios Antonios during the recordings with 
their teacher Irini Kakogianni 
How are national, religious activities or ceremonies conducted at the school? 
They are doing all these ceremonies somewhat "softly", blandly and benignly. I 
always try to choose songs which are not so acuteness and sharp according to the 
music and lyrics as well. 
Do we have these kinds of songs? 
Hmm, yes some we can find, but if there aren't any, we can create them. Actually 
I've been flexible in this environment and created my own songs. The Turkologist of 
the school also helped me a lot in this. For example, at Christmas we concentrated 
on New Year's song and we tried to maintain a happy atmosphere. We've always 
been adapting all songs in both languages. In the beginning some children reacted 
to this. They complain that they are going to sing in Turkish. After the first 
rehearsals they completely changed their minds. They liked it, because the Turkish 
language sounds very nice. And what happened next? The children helped each 
other. It was very affecting and moving. Music brought them together and they 
started to be closer to each other •.. What happened was really amazing ... the goal 
of the year was coexistence ... and as I was always looking for motivation to keep 
the energy in the class, I asked the children how did they take this goal to other 
lessons? They told me "we wrote slogans or catchwords ". Ok, can you tell me 
some of them? And they started telling me some phrases which I wrote on the 
board. I immediately thought that these were good phrases to create a song. So we 
started singing some melodies with these phrases and we created the first song. I 
orchestrated the song and we had the idea to create a CD. You cannot imagine how 
excited the kids were! Especially when they got into the studio their faces truly 
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shone. So what happened 
next?{. . .} This class (with whom 
we created the first song) showed 
the rest of the school what 
happened. As a result all the kids 
came to me and they wanted to do 
the same. So 1 used the whole 
situation positively to help to 
bring the children closer to music Children of the 18th elementary school of Ayios 
and education. You cannot Antonios during ceremony, with their teacher Irini 
Kakogianni 
imagine how beautiful it was. A 
healthy competition started among all the classes and everybody was involved in 
this project. They worked as individuals, in groups, by themselves in the class, at 
the breaks, during other lessons, etc. Finally we published our first CD with the 
name "Coexistence". The cooperation was not only among students but also 
among the teachers, Greek and Turkish Cypriots. 
The children were really very proud of this work and experience and 1 was also 
really impressed when we had to present and sing the songs. Additionally 1 had 
worked in many schools before, actually in many "good" schools, but what 1 felt 
with these kids in this school was afirst time experience. It was amazing!! And also 
all the parents and the people at the concerts embraced the whole project and 
nobody complained that we were singing in Turkish, etc. 1 believe that music was 
really helpful in this. 
Did this experience change you as well? 
Yes, yes very much, 1 changed a lot, a11 these experiences made me stronger. 
What was the reaction of your other colleagues (teachers)? 
Very positive, we also created a small choir with the teachers and they sang 
together with the children. The children enjoyed this, singing with their teachers. 
We also have the song «~a(JKaAot Kat 1tatbla» [= "Teachers and children"]' It was 
really great, we combined another two songs with one small book made by our 
school, (18+ I I:uv'taYE<; a1to 'to 180 ~l1flOnK6 I:XOAGIO A£fl£(JOU - 18. Limasil 
I1kokulu Agios Andonios'tan 18+ 1 yemek tarifi [= 18+ 1 Recipes from the 18th 
Basic School of St. Antonios]) which the kids asked for themselves. 
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I checked the music curriculum of the Basics schools and there is nothing about 
supporting the goal of peaceful coexistence. All these things that you have been 
doing in this school were lead just by you and the school board? 
The goal oJ coexistence was also established a Jew years beJore in our school, but 
yes, all the activities was initiated by our school and the teachers. We also received 
an award (2nd prize) in AJrica. I believe it is very wrong that we are not learning 
Turkish. For sure, music is a very strong tool to support peacefuL coexistence. 
I've always believed this, but now my experience has reinforced my beliefs. 
The statements and answers of lrini Kakogianni - here written verbatim - have 
replied to our question. The kids and the teachers in this basic school together have proven 
to everybody that racism and xenophobia could be put aside in our society. The cultivation 
of equality can take place in our schools and especially among the new generations. All the 
kids together, regardless of colour, culture, and religious differences created their songs, 
their music, which brought them all together working for the same target and at the same 
time showing us that people can live together and share the same values. 
Other events were also organized by other schools (for ex. Gymnasium of Drosias). 
The schools separately have the authority to organize events related to the coexistence 
goal. They just need to ask the permission of the Ministry of Education. Sufficient 
strategies haven't been promoted which could involve all schools, but it must be stressed 
that the state and the Ministry of Education established the specific goal and some 
activities started taking place. It must be recognized that the older generations are making 
the decisions to promote this goal when half the country is still under Turkish occupation, 
people and politicians are trying to find a fair solution, and memories and mistakes of both 
sides are still so fresh in the mind. 
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Voice 
" JP l.1l,\!.f rnxon: t..:"- l '"'"!KH \lA""",," m 
'1f . «M:JTT ) '..:x(lI IO ...... ...nOy ... Q ,,{IOY."IP . Vr'----------____ -, 
""..'-! ""',..w.-z FfJll1"U KAK(}f1A"H 
_~",,_xprwnl'-JhKANII 
Translation : 
Co-existence 
11 songs - lyrics and music 
- by the students of the 
18th basic school of St. 
Antonios in Lemesos. 
Lav Jlla t;roypaqnu - Bir resim gibi 
l:rixol: Ta 1I:au5ra r1lr; rl ra('1Q TOV lH'L1'1P0T1KOV l:xoleiov AejJc(Joo 
MOVu/KI;: Elp~v", KaKO)'l(lvVI1 
- Oil' 'l'tU 6 - }.OU TOU JC6 - 0llOU Ta ,rut 
,Iu IG.tlwfP. t[J J I ~a\· ,lIa 1;0> - ypu -s Dmj 4~ p r j 13 )J J 
10 
Id • trt·\'U i..F.U 
E~-i.~ . vii - K1U Koup-M - KIQ Kat TIlUp Gfi C . 
--
... "iI • KlU. Il'ai· 9lu - \'C on}\' UU lU; - po- vrul TT] i"Jo Ij 
wv pta i;(Jrypacpui 
M_ou tOU KOOIlOU ta 1trLIOUi 
KitPlVU. A£UKCt, Il£AaXPOlVU. 
ltuii;OUV Ilu~i XaPW1tCt 
EllT]vCtKlU, TOUPKClJClU Kat KoupoaKW 
oe ilIa 'tCtST] Ilu~i, 
cpwn eivQl KaAoi 
EllT]VclKlU, TOupKclKla KUt KoupoaKW 
1tU(~OUV£ OtT]V UUA,li, 
xaipOVtal tT] ~W~. 
Bir resim gibi 
Tum dilnyanm ~ocuklan 
san, beyaz, csmer 
sevin~le beraber, 
beraber oynarlar 
Yunanhlar. Tilrkler ve Killtler 
Bir stmfta beraber, 
iyi arkada~lar, 
Yunanhlar, Turkler ve Kiirtler 
avluda oynarlar, 
hayatlarmdan memnundurlar 
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7. Summary and final thoughts 
Greek and Turkish Cypriot met again in 2003 when the "doors" opened. People 
started communicating again, working, having fun, falling in love and playing music 
together. An improvement on what we have learned over so many years has not taken 
place or at least not entirely. People were taught how to fight enemy, kill each other and 
the importance of our spirit, unfortunately they weren't taught how to love, respect and 
share. But in the end it seems that the long culture of peaceful coexistence is stronger than 
a few years of propaganda and opinion. 
The evidence that Greek and Turkish Cypriots have been cooperating in all sectors 
of daily life is vast. I also believe that this experience could be normal for people older 
than 60. The point of this dissertation was actually to help the new generations realize that 
we had also great relations in another sector, music. In addition, it is a response to those 
people who prefer the division of the island, the people who still have prejudices and 
remain confused. 
The cold atmosphere of the last 50 years, which was started by foreigners, 
unfortunately has been passed onto younger generations who have paid for the mistakes of 
the older generations. Although conditions are not perfect, today Greek and Turks 
Cypriots have an opportunity at least to touch each other, change opinions and cooperate 
for the reunification of the country. It's very hard to find a solution which will satisfy all 
Cypriots. If we don't realize that the mistakes of the past had a price and put our personal 
grudges ahead of a stable future for our country, it will be easier for the powerful to take 
the advantage again. 
And it seems that artists should have a bigger duty than politicians. Music is a 
world language, a voice which everybody can hear, sing, dance, cry and realize. Politicians 
can speak only the language of the low. Politicians will have an easier job and clearer 
instructions to achieve reunification only when the people of Cyprus are united. 
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7.1 Today 
These days there are some music examples (music groups as Larko's Larkou -
"Kuprogenia" group which is comprising mainly by GIC and TIC musicians), concerts 
organized by NGOs 54, UNDp55 and other professional, semi-professional, personal and 
amateur sectors) where they promote peace and provide an opportunity for the two 
communities to come closer again. 
I believe that music can help the two communities come closer, to share, 
understand and forgive each other. One last example has been chosen to complete this 
research and express some concluding thoughts. 
7.1.1 Adamos Katsandonis and YIItan Ta~p 
Two musicians connected their dreams for a peaceful united Cyprus. Their names 
are Adamos Katsandonis and Ytltan 
Ta~~1. These two are now inseparable 
friends, having met in the South after the 
"doors" opened in 2003. This was their 
dream which they have finally achieved. 
Yiltan took the first step. Adamos also 
made a few tries before 2003 to organize 
some concerts for peace but he found no 
support from the state. They had many 
concerts together and many moments of 
strong trust and emotion. When they sang 
in concert for the first time the song 
"Kun!) uno TOV iDlO oupuvo" (=Under the The cover of the video clip "under the same sky". In 
the photo Adamos and Yiltan are putting a flower 
same sky) the audience got so exited that 
together they started to shout as if in a 
demonstration "you cannot stop peace in Cyprus". 
in the barrel of a tank in Kerynia 
54 Non-governmental organization 
55 United Nations Development Programmes 
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The two friends decided to record the song. So Adamos, Yiltan and many others 
Greek Cypriot musicians worked together again after so many years. The CD single was 
published in the south and the north as well. The reaction of the Cypriots was really warm. 
The song became very famous with a video clip (also the first music cooperation since 
1974) and has been touching people's souls ever since. 
After the success of the first CD, a second album came out to reinforce their efforts. 
The name of the new album was "You cannot stop peace in Cyprus". The lyrics of the 
songs are written in both Greek and Turkish. They also perform concerts in Turkey and 
Greece under the name "United Cyprus for peace in Cyprus". 
To the left: newspaper clippings from the concerts of Adamos and Yiltan in 
Nicosia. To the right: The cover of the CD "You cannot stop peace in Cyprus" 
A newspaper clip from the Turkish Cypriot newspaper "Kipris" 12.03.2005 read: 
In these days when the "peace pipe" has been smoked only from one side, these two artist 
are completely condemning the established politician's opinions trying to leave behind the 
people who base their political existence and future on the enmity of the people. These two 
people are real genuine children of this land and their purpose is not to kill each other but 
to hug and sing together without any cares about where they are or what their names are ... 
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In the last question of the questionnaire musicians-interviewees were asked if they 
believe that music can help and support the reunification of Cyprus. The answer from all of 
them was direct. YES, OF COURSE!! Everybody believes, including myself, that music 
can greatly support efforts to bring the Cyprus people closer. 
In conclusion, some last thoughts about this enlightening research are reflected in 
the answer from Adamos Katsandones in Hasan's <::akmak book. 
"The artist should always lead society and should be in the streets with the 
people. They have to share their open minded ideas with the public 
and communicate their knowledge about the beauties of life. 
Especially in the Cyprus problem, the role of the artist is very important". 
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CONCLUSION 
Music is one of the most effective tools to promote ideas and help people. The 
Cyprus problem is becoming harder and more complicated over time. We need to use all 
media to support the two communities to come closer, to understand and forgive each 
other. If these targets are not achieved, the ice and abyss between Greek and Turkish 
Cypriots will grow bigger and bigger, especially for the new generations who need to 
know about the future of their country. 
This project has very clearly demonstrated that the music relationships between 
Greek and Turkish Cypriots have been and are still perfect. Music, as a universal language 
and Cyprus traditional music, as the basis for all Cypriots, can show us the correct 
direction for the future of our country. The British Empire with its tactic of "divide and 
rule" lead us into the Cyprus problem. My wish is to transform this tactic into "connect 
and create" to ensure better days for all Cypriots and humanity in general. 
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Appendixes 
Appendix I -Briefly history of Cyprus 
Evidence of habitation leads us back 90 centuries when civilization flourished in 
the pre-historical era in Cyprus. Until today scientist haven't exactly identified the roots of 
the first inhabitants so its still unknown from where they came. As a crossroads between 
three continents Cyprus is considered even today as a very attractive place and a 
destination with a geological, strategic and economic advantages. Therefore, many 
conquerors have passed the island over the centuries, destroying, building or reinforcing 
the present civilization to grow. It is very obvious up to today the components of Cyprus 
civilization are characterized by multi- and interculturalism. 
The first evidence dates back to the findings of the Neolithic Age (7000-3900 BC). 
The a-ceramic period (meaning without ceramic) (Khirokitia and kalavasos settlement) 
was characterized by the use of stone. Immediately later around 4500BC a ceramic period 
(Sotira phase) follows where clay found its place in human life. According to the findings 
of this period it is possible that people from Syria and Palestine or Minor Asia were also 
living on these sites on the island. The Chalcolithic Age followed where people discovered 
copper. During this period Cyprus became an important centre. The copper of the island 
began to be used and exploited. Especially in the Bronze Age (2500-1050 BC), Cyprus 
started building relations with surrounding countries. During 1400-1050 BC several waves 
of Achaean Greeks (Mycenaean Greeks) came to settle on the island. 
History from 1050BC to 330AC is characterized by the Geometrical (1050-750 
BC), Archaic and Classical periods (750-325 BC). During these centuries the island was 
under the control of the Phoenicians, Assyrians, Egyptians and Persians until 333-325 BC 
when Alexander the Great defeated Persia. Historical times finished with the Hellenistic 
period (325-58 BC) and Roman period (58 BC - 330 AD). With the introduction of 
Christianity (45 AD) by St. Pavlos Barnavas and Marcos, Cyprus passed on to the Middle 
Ages (330 AD - 1570/71) as a part of the East (Byzantine) Empire. 
In the Byzantine period (330-1191 AD) many churches and monasteries were established. 
In 431 the Cyprus church acquired its full autonomy. During the 4th century A.D. 
earthquakes destroyed the main cities. In 647-965 AD there was a period of Arabian 
invasions. Cyprus was under of both the control of the Byzantines and the Arabs. The 
Byzantine period finished in 1191 AD when Richard the Lionheart occupied the island and 
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sold it to the Knights Templar who resold it to Guy de Lusignan, one of the Crusader 
Knights. 
So the Frankish (Lusignan) Period (1192 AD - 1489 AD) started with the Catholic 
Church replacing the Orthodox. Nicosia became the capital city of Cyprus and the seat of 
the Lusignan Kings. The Lusignan dynasty ended when the last queen, Catherina Comaro, 
ceded Cyprus to Venice in 1489. The conclusion of the Middle Ages arrived with Venetian 
period (1489-1570-1 AD). The Venetians saw Cyprus as a last bastion against the 
Ottomans. 
In 1570 troops attacked Cyprus, captured Nicosia, slaughtered the population 
(20,000) and laid siege to Famagusta for a year. After a brave defense by the Venetian 
commander, Marc Antonio Bragadin, Famagusta capitulated to the Ottoman commander, 
Lala Mustafa, who at first gave free passage to the besieged but when he saw how few 
there were, ordered the flaying, drawing and quartering of Bragadin and the others. With 
annexation to the Ottoman Empire, the Latin hierarchy was expelled or converted to Islam 
and the Greek Orthodox faith restored; in time the Archibishop, leader of the Greek 
Orthodox Church, became their representative to the Porte. 
In 1878 Britain assumed administration of the island, which remained formally part 
of the Ottoman Empire until 1914 when Britain annexed Cyprus after the Ottoman Empire 
entered the First World War on the side of Germany. In 1923 under the Treaty of 
Lausanne, Turkey renounced any claim to Cyprus. In 1925 Cyprus was declared a Crown 
colony and in 1940 Cypriot volunteers served in various branches of the British Armed 
Forces throughout the Second World War. Hope for self-determination, now being granted 
to other countries in the post-war period, were shattered by the British who considered the 
island vitally strategic. An Armed Liberation Struggle, after all means of peaceful 
settlement of the problem were exchausted, broke out in 1955 and lasted until 1959. 
According to the Zurich-London Treaty, Cyprus became an independent republic 
on August 16, 1960. It is a member of the United Nations, the Council of Europe and the 
Commonwealth as well as the Non-Aligned Movement. According to this Treaty, Britain 
retains two sovereign bases on the island, (158.5 sq km) Dhekelia and Akrotiri-Episkopi. 
The 1960 Constitution of the Cyprus Republic proved unworkable in many of its 
provisions making its smooth implementation impossible. Shortly after the founding of the 
republic, serious differences arose between the two communities about the implementation 
and interpretation of the constitution. The Greek Cypriots argued that the complex 
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mechanisms introduced to protect Turkish Cypriot interests were obstacles to efficient 
government. In November 1963, President Makarios advanced a series of constitutional 
amendments designed to eliminate some of these special provisions. The Turkish Cypriots 
opposed such changes. The confrontation prompted widespread intercommunal fighting in 
December 1963, after which Turkish Cypriots ceased to participate in the government. 
Following the outbreak of intercommunal violence, many Turkish Cypriots (and some 
Greek Cypriots) living in mixed villages began to move into enclaved villages or 
elsewhere. UN peacekeepers were deployed on the island in 1964. Following another 
outbreak of intercommunal violence in 1967-68, a Turkish Cypriot provisional 
administration was formed. 
In July 1974, the military junta in Athens sponsored a coup led by extremist Greek 
Cypriots against the government of President Makarios, citing his alleged pro-communist 
leanings and his perceived abandonment of enosis. Turkey, citing the 1960 Treaty of 
Guarantee, intervened militarily to protect Turkish Cypriots. 
In a two-stage offensive, Turkish troops took control in the North of the island. 
Since 1974, 37% of the island has remained under Turkish military occupation. Almost all 
Greek Cypriots fled south while almost all Turkish Cypriots fled north. Since the events of 
1974, UN peacekeeping forces have maintained a buffer zone between the two sides. 
Except for occasional demonstrations or infrequent incidents between soldiers in the buffer 
zone, the island was free of violent conflict from 1974 until August 1996, when violent 
clashes led to the death of two demonstrators and escalated tensions. The situation has 
been quiet since 1996. 
Since 1974, Cyprus has been divided de facto into the government-controlled two-
thirds of the island and the Turkish Cypriot one-third. The Government of the Republic of 
Cyprus has continued as the internationally recognized authority; in practice, its authority 
extends only to the government-controlled areas. 
Cyprus entered the European Union on May 1, 2004 as a divided island. The 
Secretary General's Good Offices Mission has been suspended. For many years now the 
leaders of the two communities have been trying to find a peaceful solution to reunify the 
island. 
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Appendix 11 - Interviewees 
Michalis Tterlikkas was born in the village of Kapouti 
near Morphou in 1955. He graduated from the First 
Gymnasium Morphou and then studied electronics in 
Athens (1976-80). Since then, he has been living and 
creating in Cyprus. He is an active musician, singer and 
researcher of the Cyprus traditional music. Since 1992, he 
has lead the "Mousa" (muse) musical troupe, which 
performs solely on traditional Cypriot instruments and 
gives concerts both in Cyprus and abroad. 
Sel~uk Garanh was born in 1963 in Ye~llyurt (Pendaya). After 
high school (business) he continued his studies at Uludag 
University, where he graduated as a music educator. He is an 
active musician, playing many traditional instruments and 
participating in many concerts. He was the director of HASDER 
for many years receiving many prizes and is a researcher of 
Cyprus traditional music. 
Aggelos Vasiliou was born in 1934 to Gufes near 
Lefkoniko and now lives in Larnaca. He worked in 
Varoshia's and Larnaca's hospital as a telephonist. He 
speaks Greek and Turkish perfectly. He is a practical 
violinist and has travelled with his group to many Cyprus 
weddings and ceremonies for many years. 
I1ker Kaptanoglu was born in 1947 in Nicosia. He is an active 
musician, playing in many concerts often representing Cyprus. He 
studied electronics and music at the Royal School of Music in the 
UK. 
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Neofytos Konstantmou Argyrou was born In 1941 In 
Letymvou. A farmer, he is a practical violinist in the 
traditional music of Cyprus playing at weddings in the 
province of Paphos. Besides his musical carrier he was also 
a great dancer with many prizes and one of the founding 
members of the "Paphos Laographic Association". 
Caner IIgar was born in Lefkosia in 1953 where he still lives. He 
is a music teacher at many schools around Lefkosia. He studied 
music in the University and he has participated in many 
ceremonies and weddings around Cyprus. 
Charalampos Christodoulidis was born in Letymvu in 
1923. A farmer, he is a practical musician and played violin 
at many weddings and ceremonies in the province of 
Paphos. 
Michaels Hadjimichael was born in 1954 in Frenaros. He 
studied economics in Athens and he is a practical musician (lute, 
guitar and singing). He has received many music prizes and since 
1975 has been researching Cyprus traditional music. In 1991 he 
established the group "Mesogios" and they have realized many 
recordings and concerts. 
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Enver Mechmet Kavazi was born in Dali in 1931. He 
speaks the Cyprus dialects (Greeks and Turkish) perfectly. 
He was a butcher and for more than 30 years cooked and 
sold meat at festivals around Cyprus. He is a practical flute 
- pidthkiaulin and zurna player playing at ceremonies and 
weddings. 
George Theofanides was born in 1932 in Dali and comes from a 
musical family. He was a professional musician and played in a 
band around Cyprus. He studied under his father guidance and 
later learned the akordeaor under an Italian instructor. 
Stavros Lambrou Paraskeva was born in 1932 in Dali. He 
was a practical flute - pidthkiavlin player. 
Larkos Larkou is an active musician and composer. He was born 
on February 6, 1973. He comes from Kondea village, Famagusta. 
He is the founder of the world music bands "Songs of the world" 
and "Kyprogenia". He is also a founding member of "Musical 
Youth of Cyprus". 
7S 
Irini Kakogianni is a professional music teacher. She has 
been teaching in basics schools for many years. She studied 
music education in Italy and also works as a studio 
producer. 
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Appendix III - Questionnaire 
Questionnaire56 
A. UPO(J(J)1ttKcl (JTOlXEia (Jl)VEVTEU~ta~6,.u;vou: 
• OVO)lan:7tWVU)lO O1lVEVn:USlaS0)lEVOU: ............................................... . 
H)lEpO)lTJvia ytwTJcrTJ~: 
• T 07t0~ yEWTJcrTJ~: ...................... T 07t0~ Ka'taywyiJ~: .................. LTJ)lEP1ViJ bla)lOViJ: ............. . 
OlKOYEVElaldj Katucr'tacrTr 
E7tayyEA.)la'ta - 7tEpiObot: 
MOP<PWLlKO E7ti7tEbo: 
~ AcrXoA.TJ8iJKatE)lE tTJV KU7tplaldj 7tapabomaldj )lOUcrtldj; ..... Kat )lE KU7tOtoV illov EibO~ 
)lOUcrtldj~; 
~ nOtE SEK1ViJcrEtE va )la8aivE'tal )lOUcrtldj; 
~ Tlopyava 7taisEtat; 
r. l:.XE(Jll, J.1cl911(Jll Kat (Jl)vEpya(Jia aVaJ.1ETa~U T(J)V: (ElK - T/K) 
~ nota TJ crXE<Jll cra~ ... )lOUcrtKU )lE tOU~ TOUPKOlCl)7tptoU9EUTJVOlCl)7tptoU~ )lOUcrtKOl)~; 
~ naiSE'tal )lasi; 'H'tav YEV1KU a7tObEKtTJ TJ O1lvEpyacria cra~ )lE TOUPKOKi)7tptoU~ )lOUcrtKOl)~ .... 
~ y 7tiJpxav 7tOtE 07tOtEcrbiJ7tOtE avnbPucrEl~ a7to KU7totOU~ ocrov a<popu tTJv O1lvEpyacria cra~ 
)lE LOU~ TOUPKOKi)7tptoU9EUTJvoKi)7tptoU~; 
56 To EPUlTTJJlUt0A.6Y10 Eivat YPUJlJltvo OE U1tATJ Kat 1tpomtiJ YAmOOU Etm mOtE vu Eivat KUtUVOlltO OE OM\)<; 
to\)<; cruVEVtE\)staSOJlEVO\)<;. 
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~S3iH)o/(A O<).g SUD lD)I 311}gnoADd1 DA 3AlDX<).l3 '1})l1AU,,(,(3fl?)l1)ldnOl SPD3 3lDd~3 ~ 
~1}do<hmg 1}lTID)I 3Xp Old(;nd3lL3d Ol ~ 
j (mfA13gydDll 
DtOllY)( 3nClo~3g DA OADJ..d9 0l.1»)( 3l.dYll 3l.D'UO AD) :01d9l.d3113d Ol. 3n y)(1l.3X::I "3 
~nOTI1}A <).o)lmdlL(l)Io)ldnOl 
I,J. <).O)lmdlL(l)IOAu,,(,(3 <).~Dl3TI Oldg1d3lL3d OlD I,J. DJDD)l1gmg AUlD S~do<hmg S31d<).)110 
ADlI,J. S310lL lD)I ~OTI1}A g)lmDogDdDlL D~ S~TITIDdA S~)l1A3A 3D 3131h1}dA1d3lL nOTI DA 31pdolLW ~ 
~SOTI1}A S<).O)ll)ldnOl 3D lD)I S<).O)llAU,,(,(3 3D lD)I DJDD)l1gmg ~mDogDdDlL mgJ U 01p8no,,(O)l"V ~ 
~13D(nug)l3 S3"('(1} S~OlL 33: ~S<).01)l13TI 
3D lD)I UTIg)lD I,J. SnOTI1}A S<).O)lmdlL(l)IO)ldnOl 3D lD)I S<).O)lmdlL(l)IOAU,,(,,(3 3D lD)I lD13~nDll ~ 
~nO~TIOX31d3lL <).O)llA83 Un(l)"(l,J.g)l3 I,J. UD(l),,(l,J.g)l3 
~U(3)1DUd8 ADlI,J. AD 'Xll ~JJDTI lD13JJDlL DA 3lDA<).3<hOlLD nOlL S13Do/(Ug)l3 ADXdl,J.1L A ~ 
:'oJ.Drllp.od,u,(U) <).OJ.)I13ri ClOrllAC}rl '130C9l.ltld3U 3:I 0 
~JJDTI lD13JJDlL DA I,J. 311}gnoADd1 DA lD)I ADlDDDgUADi\(U) DA 3lD1}TIn8 S13Do/(Ug)l3 S~OlL 33: ~ 
~SDJDDAd3i\(lD mdl,J.l1d)l Dl mOll ~SDD <).~Dl3TI DJDDAd3AnD U ADlg)l(l)lg1lL3 ~ 
~S<).OlnD glLD AOlOlL1})I (l)dg DA DD<).odOlLTI D8 nOlL lD13d~3 ~1})lld3TI 
lD13d~<hDAD nOTI DA A<!l)lWnOTI A(l)JdlL(l)IOAU,,(,(3/A(l)JdlL(l)Io)ldno l DlDTIgAO 1})lld3TI 3lD1}TIne ~ 
~SDD <).~D13TI DTIJ"()I 01 ADlI,J. S<!lll ~ 
~SnOldlL<).)IO)ldnOl;SnOldlL<).)IOAU,,(,,(3 3TI JJDTI lD)I lD13JJDll ~ 
~S~XOld3lL S3A3TIgX31D)I SUD lD)I S3d38<).3"(3 SUD lD)I ~Dd3TII,J.D 
lD)I DTIg)lD lD13JJDlL .... S13D<!l"(Ug)l3 'md<).AUADlL 'SnOTI1}A) ~lD13JJDlL S13Do/(Ug)l3 S~OlL 33: ~ 
"ll~ydll AltJ.D -DrtD)(DDglg AltJ. Yl.3W "V 
~DX10lDJ1AD 1})ll)1dnOl I,J. 1})llAU,,(,(3 3d3~1,J. S91011 ~S3DD<!l"(A o<).g SUD 
lD)I ~1})llAU,,(,(3 DlD 10"(0 (,ADlDDDg)lDDglg DDDo/(A A1}10lL 33: ~UD1M~DOdlL AU1 'olLgd1 A01 
'Oldg1d3lL3d 01 1}dO<hD AODg S~do<hmg S310lL1})I ADXdl,J.1L A ~AOlLgd1 AOlgJ A(l)l 1}lD)I 3g 10 lD)I 
A3TI 10 lD)I ADlDDDg)lDDgnl C)l/3-)lfl lD)I DTIg)lD 'O,,(D)lD1}g OlgJ AOlD p1XDglg i\(loX~ nOlL 
A<!l)lWnOTI A(l)"('(1) DlDTIgAO mOlL1})I 3lD1}TIne) ~SDD JJDTI )lf3-)lfl lD)I ADAlD81}TI A1}3 3lD1}TIne ~ 
C)lf3 I,J. )Ill A(l)"(1})lDDg A(l)"('(1} DlDTIgAO 
mOlL1})llD)I 3lD1}TIne) '(S3JAO"(OAOdX lD)lr~WnOTI 31381}TI Sno"(1})lDDg I,J. O"(D)lD1}g AglOlL 33: ~ 
6L 
··0'('(9 u'O, ~}OTiDDd>doW ~S13DJildgUAD ADXdlptA ···SnoTiJilA. 33:····S13Do/(ltg)l3 33: ~ 
~SnO}dlL(\)IO)ldno~ 
OA9Ti m)l I,t SDdwl,tXdo S~)l13Ti S13D<?~lLld3lL 3D 9A10)l O~ ADl9A1d)lOlLDlAD S<?l1 ~ 
,(9,uO)l Od3.1.9-da3 1fI ~3Do/'tltg)l3 3D 9A10)l) It.L)I~g aO.1. ltD1d)l9UD.1.AV '.L::I 
~DX1OW}~AD SnOldlL<ptO)ldnOl I,t SnOldlL<ptOAlt'f(3 9lLD 01}3"(3~)l3 
AJil3 I,J.:>twnoTi ltw I,t Dd~)lDdDX O1D 'SIlD3"(~~)l3 OlL9d~ 020 Jildod>mg 3~OlLl,tgmolLo 3Xdlpt A ~ 
(JiI)lmdlLn)lI,tJil)ll)1dnolOAlt'f(3) O1X13TiJilAD ADlI,tI,t S3DDo/(A. 
ol).g SUD m)l ADl91gnOA.Dd~ nOlL) (~1iII91OlL) 3A(l)A~ SDD nOlL Df1gI).OA.Dd~ 01OlLJiI)I 3XdlptA ·10"'(9 
JiI)ll)1dn01m)lJil)llAlt'f(3 m)l ADd3~H, ~mgl).oA.Dd~ DA?TiltuDA.D S9A10)l mOlLJiI)I 31DDl).ognoA.Ddl ~ 
(mdl)..tl.tADlL '"'(1iIgUD3d> 'S~~d03 S~A1O)I ·Xu) ~SnOA.9",( Sno"'("'(1iI 31OlLI,tgDnOlolLo 
I,t SnoA.<;>"'( SI).O)lUOA10)llg mA. S(l)D} -I).OA10)l 9lLD ADlAOA}A. S3}OlLO 10 S13Do/(ltg)l3 ADXdlptA ~ 
~31DJ}DlL DA m)l U'9 3D S9TiDDg3D 3XdlptA ~0~38}~AD O~ m)l I,t (mnA.1).3d>olLD 
I,tl,J.:>twnoTi 'SnoX}w) Dd~)lDdDX O)ll)1dl).Ol 3Ti mgl).oA.Dd~ m)l ADDI).O~ltJ S3Alt'f(3, 10 ~ 
~ol).g Sn01 9lLD m)l 10 10)ldl).0 l 
I,t S3Alt'f(3, ADXdlptn AD S(l)A.9",(DAD I,t 'A9wd3g ol).g Dlm)l DlAJillL 3JmlL~ Ddwl,tXdo H ~ 
~9)1mDogDdDlL O~ 9lLD 9)1u3dod>mg 
Old9~d3lL3d O'f(JiI AOlOlLJiI)I ADJmlL~ nOlL SnOldlLl).:>IO)ldnOl 9lLD OA9Ti S3dwl,tXdo m)l ADXdlptA ~ 
("lL"'(:>I 'oX}W 01 'ltD3"(~~)l3 A~ 3Ti JiI)lU3XD) 
~l,J.:>twnoTi Alt~ 3Ti JiI)lU3XD OldlLl).:>IO)ldnOl OlOlLJiI)I 3Ti DAO~A? 3~3DI,J.i\(l)d>mg DA ~~OlL SDD 3Xm3, ~ 
~noTiD9)1 no~ I,t nOlL9~ no~ S(l)A.9"'(DAD "1,J.i\(l)d>,, I,t "AOlL9d~" 3~3~JiI'f(D DA 
pwm3dX DA 3Xm3, ~SDD S~odd1lL3 Su 31DDI).0"'(~AD 1).0lL 9lLV ~}~nD 01 3Ti AOA9Ti I,t D}d(l)3e m)l 
mnd~::: ~m~3J}~)I A~ S<?lL·· ··D}AOTidD Alt~ JildOd>D AODO, ~SnOldlLl).:>IO)ldn01 Sn01 nOlL OlL9d~ 
9)1u3dod>mg 3Ti ADDI).0"'(3~)l3 Alt~ 10ldlL1).:>IOAlt'f(3 H ~OlL9~ 3D AOlL9~ 9lLD 3d3d>JillV ~Olg} O~ 
DlAJillL ADlH, ~ADlAI).0"'(3~)l3 DADA.d9 mOll 9lLD .... D}g(l)"'(3Ti lt~ m)l DpgOAnD Alt~ Jildod>D AODO, ~ 
~3nD<?10Tiod>D Dl DA m)l mgl).oA.Dd~ mOlLJiI)I SnO}dlL(\)IO)ldn01 9lLD 31DDI).O)lD DA 3Xm3, ~ 
CJiI)lwnoTi I,t JiI)llA.dnoXUD SltD(l)}"'(1d>TiaD 
OA3Ti9X31d3lL 3Ti 19I).OA.Dd~ 3Xdlpt A) ~31DJ}DlL nOlL mgl).oA.Dd~ Dl ADXp oA3Ti9X31d3lL n ~ 
(SnoX}w SnOlolLJiI)I 3~3"(}3,t,tDlLD DA I,t 3~3~}DlL O~ DA 3~pdolLW) (ol).g DW m)l 
I,t SnoX}w Snow 3~p 'JiI)lwnoTi 3~p) ~AOlDd~g 9)11)1dnol m)l 9)11Alt'f(3 3Ti mgl).oA.Dd~ 13X3, ~ 
C3~3~}DlL noTi DA I,t 3~3Dl,tgnOA.Dd~ 
noTi DA uJiI)I 3WJilTine) ·S13D<?"'(ltg)l3 3D JilA1O)I S(l) ADlAI).OlOlLOTiwltdX mgl).oA.Dd~ n ~ 
~ 0 KOOIlOe; 1tpOnIlOUOf: IlOVO EAA:rIVOKU1tptOue; IlOUmKOUe; Tt OXt... .. 
~ nota TtTaV Ta KprrTtpta yta va 1tPOOKA119Ei Illa opXTtO"tpa Of: Illav EK0TtAW011 va 
1taiSEl.. .. (ESapnOTav a1to T11v OK01tlIlOT11Ta TTte; EKOTtAw011e;, TO T01tO, TOV KOOIlO;) 
~ 0 KOOIlOe; OTaV TpayouoouOE Ilasi oae;, TpaYOUOOUOE Kat OT11V EAA11VlKit Kat 0"t11 TOUPKlKit; 
y nTtPXav OlOTaYlloi Eav 1taisaTE Ka1totO Tpayouol 1tOU EiXE TOupKlKa-EAA11vlKa !1Eoa; 
~ LE /lElKTa xwpla TtTaV 1totO a1tooEKToi ot TIK-E/K lloumKoi....ot avnopaOEle; TtTaV 
AlYOTEpEe;, av UnTtPXav .... LE Ka9apa TIK-E/K xwpla EiXaTE 1tPOOKATtOEle; yta va 1taiSETE; ... 
LE 1totte; EK011AWOEle; cruvTt9we;; EroXatVE va 1taiSETal Kat OE Ka1tota 9P11oKcunKit EK0TtAWO"ll 
(IlOuoouAllavlKit); 
~ 0ullaoTE Ka1totO 1tEplO"TanKO 1tOU cruvEP11KE OE Ka1totaV EK0TtAw0l11tOU va xapaKTTtpiSETal 
a1to 01totOOTt1tOTE E9vlKtOnKO OTotXEiO; 
~ KaTa T11V olapKEla TWV YEyOVOTWV TTte; EOKA, TOU 60-63, 63-74 Tt 11IlETaKiv11011 
1tA119uOIlO:lV (1tX· TOUPKOKU1tptOl OTOUe; 9UAaKEe;) OTaV apXloE va <p9EiPETal 11 EIl1tlOTOcrUVTt 
IlETaSU EM11VOKU1tpiwv Kat TOUPKOKU1tpiwv, Ti aVTiKTu1tO EiXE 1taVW OTl11tapaoomaKit 
lloumKit aMa Kat one; oxEOEle; oae; IlE TOUe; TIK-E/K lloumKOUe;; 
~ APXlO"E va xaVETal 11 EIl1tlOTOcrUv11; 
~ KO'l'aTE 01tOlEOOTt1tOTE OEOIlOUe;; 
~ A vaYKaO"tTtKaTE va KO'l'ETE oEOlloue;; 
~ ~EV oae; E1t11pEaoE Ka90Aou; 
~ nEptOpioT11KaV ot 1tPOOKATtOEle; Yla cruYKEKpl!1EVEe; OouAEtte; .... OE cruYKEKpl!1EVOUe; T01tOUe; .... 
~ Ta YEYOVOTa E1t11PEaoav Kat Tl11tPOOEAEU011 TOU KotVOU, unTtPsav Ka1tOtEe; avnopaoEle;; 
~ NlwoaTE on EYlVE 1tOTE 1tpOO1ta9Eta a1tO 01totOVOTt1tOTE va 1tpow9Ttoouv o1totaOTt1tOTE 
crull<PEPOVTa IlEoa a1to TTt 1tapaoomaKit IlOUOlKit······ 
~ Ti 9uIlaoTE va EYlVE /lETa TTtv ElOPOATt; 
~ Lae; 1tpOKaAEOav 9Ai'l'11 Ta YEyovoTa; (EXETE xaoEl <piAoue;, ) 
~ 'EYlVE Ka1tota 1tpOO1ta9Ela E1tavacrUvOEO"lle;; 
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~ KU1tOla 1l0ucrt1dl1tPU~TJ yta A.6you<; CTUIlq>v..ioocrTJ<;; 
~ nlcrn:UEl"E on TJ 1l0UCTl!dJ mlllEpa ea Il1tOPOucrE va a1tOl"EA£crEl Eva Ouval"O 01tAolEpyaAEio 
00<; flEcrov CTUIlq>v..iooCTTJ<;; 
UpaKTlKO Jltpoc;: 
• ea ll1topoucral"E va 1l0U 1tai~El"E 2-3 l"payouota 1tOU ea cra<; 1too; 
• Tpayouota IlE crl"ixou<; cr1TJv EMTJVl!dJ Kat TOUPKl!dJ 
"'l'lVl"piJ ~acrv..ll"sta"/ "Feslikan" 
"TTJMlKpomcrcra" / "Dillirga" 
"PoUMa 1l0U llapoUAa 1l0U" / "Leymosun Turkusu" 
"Kanq>E<;" / "Katifeden Kesesi" 
"H ~puKa" / "KOVtaATJ<;" / "Konyial" yvoocrl"E<; KU1tplaKE<; q>ooVE<; l"ocro crE EMuoa Kat ToupKia 
"fta Moucrmq>u" ElVat 1tapaOOCTlaKO l"payoUOl; 
"KU1tOlOV aU1OcrXEolacrllo - «mKcrillD>. (Y 1tUPXEl KU1tOlO CTUYKEKPlllEvO xapaKl"TJPlcrnKo 1tOU Eivat 
1tlO ava1OAinKo iJ 1OUPKlKO iJ Kat l"0 aVl"iCTl"poq>o;) 
• 'EXEl"E KU1tOlO q>ool"oypaq>lKO UAlKO, (Ell"E mUl"o1TJm). Ell"E a1tOKOllllam a1tO KU1tOla 
Eq>TJIlEpioa 1tOU va 1taiSEl"at iJ va XOPEDEl"at OAOl llaSi. 
0ullucrl"E ilia ovollam TIK & ElK 1tOU iJmv KaAoi 1l0UCTlKoi Kat yvoocr1Oi; 
TEAOI: EP!lTHMATOAOnOY. 
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Material No. 5 - Goal 0/ Coexistence 
vnOyprEIO nAIAE~ KAI nOAllll:MOY 
EmTPOm1lTpoW8rJaf1~ TOU GTOXOU TIK axOAllul~ XpovlciC; 2008-09 
«KaMlipYlla KouAToUpaC; IIP'1V1KrlC; CJUI.IJSiwcnK. aJlOlpaiou cnpaaJJoU 
Kal auYlpyaaiac; EMrIvoKutrpiwv Kal TOUPKOKutTpiwv JJI aroxo TIlv 
cmaMaYrl ano TIlv KCITOXrl Kal 11lv IlTavtvW<n) 11}c; lTClTpi5aC; Kal TOU 
Aao'; JICIC;-
EIOayWYIKO OfJ~iwJJo: 
To Yrroupydo nalO£~ Km nOAlTKJJJOU avayvwpi(ovro~ ~ tualO6l}OiE~ nou 
EJJTTEpatXOvrOI OTOV TrIO ncivw OTOXO EXtl auaTftotl tTTITpon~ TTpoWerJarK TOU. 
MJ~ovro~ urroqJf) n~ an6qJt~ oAwv ~oiptTo TWV EJJTTMKOJjtVWV 
cpoptwv. H EmTpoTTf) TTOU tXEI OUOTa8ti J,lE TI1 ouJ,lJ,lEToxri TWV EKnolOruTlKWV 
OpyavWa£wv, TWY OpvovtiJm:wv yovt.wv, tX£1 AEITOUpvr;o£1 0TfJ J3«)Of) TfK 
tyKUIWou "l< 27'K AuVoUOTOU 2008. H TTIO KIDW rrpOTOOfJ anon:A.mOl arro 
IJIO m:lpO EKJf)vrlatl~ TrK EmTpoTTf)~ noo txow oUJ.lCPWVl')8tf at ouvtOpio TI1~ 
OTI~ 9 AEKt:J,I~U 2008, KOI nou an£UOUvtTOI TOOo TT~ TO axoAtia, TOue; 
DmmOt:unKOU<; KOI J,la8f)Tt<;, 600 KOI n~ n<; EmOIOt:UTlKa; OpyavWo£l<;. 
T~ opVOVwptvou<; VOVEi<; KOI opVOVwptvou<; J.Ia8r1TE<;. H £TTTTUXia TOU OTOXOU 
0Ev £~OPTIDOI anoKAEIOTIKci arro -ne; EVtpV£IE<; TTOU ea KavOW TO iOta TO 
oxoAEia KOI 01 DmOIOEunKoi, aMa KOI ano TfIv EVEpyrJTlK~ ouvtpyooia KOI 
E1TOfKoOOJ.If)nK~ £~.I1TAOKiJ 6Awv TWV £VOtacpE:pOpEVWV cpoptwv. IOlOiT£prJ 
EJ,IepooTI TTptTTEI VO 009£i OTf)V EJJTTAOK~ 1600 IWV yovtwv 600 KOI TWV 
pa8f)TWv a£ 6oE<; OpaOTf)plOTllTE<; anoqKJOiaEl f) OXOAlK~ J,lovOOa vu TTpOTci~E1. 
01 KaTEu8Uvo£I<; Opciot:wv Via npoWef)Of) TOO OT6xoo J,lTTopoUv vu 
OUJ,lTTEplMtcp6oUV OT~ TTIO KciTw KaTf)Vopit:~: 
1. 4paOTllPIOTllTlC; [V1'O~ Kal IKTOC; axoAdou 
2. °Epya un06oJJrlC; (JJaKpolTpOIICJl.la) 
3. YAIKO lTOU G1Tluluvnal al IKlTa.alUTIKouC; 
1. 4PAEniPIOTHlEl: ENTOI: KAI EKTOI IXPAEIOY 
Era TTAaiolO TOO OTOXOU, Ta oxoAtio KaAoUvtOI vo npoypaJ,lJ.lOTiaouv tyKOIpa 
EKOf)A.WoEl<; KOI OJ)OOnUJIOTJ)TE<; EVTO<; KOI fXTO<; oxoAEiou. 01 IK5r)AWcnIC 
TWV ax;oAdwv uac lTOU mlavov va lTlptAaupc:ivouv unaKlvrjallC 
uaenTwv rj KalnYllTWv IKTOc ax;oAliou rj auUUlTOXrj TouPKOKUnPlwv 
IK1I'CI15&unKWV rj uaenTWV. va vivoVTal KClTOmv C7UVIVVOnC7IIC pi TOV 
'lTpOc8po mc E'lTITPO'ITIjc. K. 4. EyyAltc::iKf), rElEE. 01 IK5r)AWaIIC aUTtc 
09dAouv va Aappcivouv aopapci unOwn nc IUGICJ8I)criaC lTOU lI11'opli va 
umiPXow ara axoAlia lICK. Toyg"al on Ta ClXoAljq ua~ AEN ea 
lynAaKoUv ClI OlTOICIlilnoD uua9QSKi ua'I)1WY D IIUIGI§IUDKWY aTa 
KGTQQulya IH" liCK ClJ IPyGClIYO D un IPycicnWO xmo D ClI 
1 
vii 
OlIOIa§alIOTl IlIa. a UI Oayava IWY KaJ0XIKWy aRXWv a lulIAOKa Cl' 
IviPV'IIC lIOU ea auvlaTOUV au,cm n iUU'cm avavvWPlcm IOU 
",Iu50KpciTous;. 
AvacpoptKo J,lE ETJlOXEqJEl< TlK amalOEunKWv KOI J.I06rJTWv TOvi(ETal on TETOIE< 
TTpay~OTTOIOUvTav Ta T£A£UTaia XPOVIO OE axoAoo J.I(J< xwpi< va txouv 
TTapmrJPfl8d OTTOKJO~TTOn: TTpopAriJ,laTa. 0<; EK TOUTOO 01 E1JIOXOpEK; TlK 
EKTTmlkUTlKWv ~ IJ06r1TWv OTa axoAEia ~<. J,lTTopotiV va OUVEXKJTOUV. 
mivron: OE OWTOVlOJ,lO J,lE Tflv ETTlTpom; TTpotiJefJarJ< TOO moxoo. AUTt< 
TTptTTEI vu TTpoETOIJ.I(i(ovral KaT<iMrlAa Kal va J,lrJV txouv J.IOOKO XapaKT~pa. 
100aiTEpa OOOV a<pOpCi TflV llrUJOnKJi £KTTaiO£u<Jf} 01 EmOKbpEI< aUTt< OTav 
OIE~ciyOVTaI. mo TTAairno TJK aUTOVOJ,lia< TWV axoA1KWv J,IOVOOwv. va 
AaJ,lpcivaal lOIaiTEprl TTPOOOX~ Kal £uataerpia aTa etJ.ICITa OOcpQAEIO~ TWV 
J.1C16rlniw. rrtJ,lEIWv[TaI OTI rJ nOEA 8£wpd on 01 ETTKJKtlptl< aUTt~ dvOl. aTO 
TTap6v mOOlo. TTp6wpE:~ VIa Tfl OflJ.lOTI~ £KTT<iOEuart· 
rE TTEplmtixn:~ TTOU 01 OpcJaTflPIOTflTE~ yivOVTal J,lE ETTlxop{JyJPfl alTO 
avE~OPTflTouc; OPY<JVIOJ,loU< TOTE Ba TTprnEI va EVrUJtpWvETal TTporJVOUJ,lEVa TO 
vnn. 
01 TOO KciTw Opdo£1< alTOTUoUv ElarJV'lOE~ TT~ Ta axoAdo. rTa TTAaiata ~ 
OXOAIKIK mrOKtVTpw<Jf1~. TO Kci6E oxoAdo aval EAEOOt:po va E1T1A~[J alTO 
J.IOvo TOU TI< OpooTflpJ6TrJTE< TTOU Ba TTp0w6r;aEl. 
EVT~ IOU axoAdou: 
2 
• ~xoAIKi«; VlOpri«;. Ta axoAda J.I1TOPOUv vc TTpow6flaOUV TO moxo 
J,lwa alT6 EKOr)AWoEI< ma TTAaiOlO TWV riOrl Ka8opl(JlJEVWvoxoAIKWV 
EOpTWV. 
• O",IAol 8paaTrJPIOTIlTWV. Ta oxoAEia J,lE TTPWTOpoUAia TWV iOlwv TWV 
EKTTalOEuTlKWv J,lTTopoUv Va AElToupvr;aoov OJ,IiAouc; ~ ETJITporrE< 
TTpoWerJOTK TOO moxou. na TT} MtOrJ EKTTaiOEuon 01 Opa(JrrU)lOTrJT£~ 
TWV oJ,JiAwv EVTOOOOVTal ma TTAaimo TOO MK (TT .x. OJ,lIMx; Ntwv Via 
TrJV EIP{)Vfl)· 
• IxoA1Ki«; HIJ'pi§e«; Kal auvi5pla. Ta axOAEia J,lTTOpoUv va 
oPVavWaouv KAEIOTi< rtJ,lEpil}t:< J,lE OUJ.IJ,lETOX~ TWV J,la8r]TWv KaJ 
EKTTOIOEUTIKWv TOO axoAdou J,lE etJ,lOTa TTOU OIKoOOJ.IOUV KouATOUpa 
KOI~ mMhTa~'K mo VflOI (TT·X· au(r1TT)Of1 yta ~ AaiKE~ TTapa06m:I~. 
Yla ri8rJ Kal talJ,la TTOU OlaTrtpoW 01 000 KOIv6TrtlE~. VIa KOIVoU< 
£PYaTIKoU~ avWvE~). rE aUTt< ~ EKOr}AWoEI< J.lTTOpE:i va yivEI XPrim1 
(WVTavtiJv TTflYWv J,lE J.IOPTtJPit:< ano aveptimou< TTOU piwaav TfI 
£JP'lVlK~ auJ,l~WOJ1. H qJTTAOKft vovtwv aE TtTOIOU ~ EKOr)AWoEI< 
tq)iVETOI lAX.; urr~nKrl· 
• AtavwvlaJ.loi. To vnn TTpOTi8oal va aYOKOMlxn:1 oUvTOpa TfI 
OIE~aywyri OIayWVJ(JJJtiJv aE yvwaTlKO aVTIKdJ,lt:Va VIa J.l(J6r1TE< at: 
TTayKUTTpI(J J3OOrI. J.It: 8qJaToAoyia TTOU va TTp0w6t:i TflV KaMttpyEla 
KOUATOUpa< ElPrJVlKJic.; OUJ,lpiWOlK ElK Kal TIK. ToOlOl OIayWVI(JlJoi 
J,lTTopoUv va OIE~axeouv Kal at: miTTEOo axoAlKWv J,lovODwY at: 
awt:pyaaia J,lE avt:~OPTflTouc; J.lrt KUIJEpVflTlKoU< opyOVlOpOU<. TT·X· 
EKATE. 
viii 
• Projects. EKTT6vrlOTJ ~IKWV EpyaCJIWV JJ(JellniJV (project) ~E 
eE~QTOAoyia O)(tTIKrl ~E TO OTOXO. 
EK~ axoAliou: 
3 
• Em~ IKmI&UTIKWV. Ta O)(oAtia at mJV£Pyooia ~t TO 
nalOOyW'(IKO IvamOOTO lJTTopC>Uv va opyavtixrouv £pYOOTrlplO 
ETTI~6p<pwarK EKTTOIO£UTlKWv OE 64J<no KOMK KouAToUpa~, TT.X. 
JJOU(JIKrK, TtXVll~ KATT. Ta tpyaO"TJlPIO vo OI£~avOVTOI OE EAEU8t:po rl 
£pyciolpO )(p6vo ~E oQoTToir]OIl TWV TTOtOOyWYIKWv OUVEOplciotwV 0 
• Emcnci'Pl~o To O)(oAtio ~oPOUv vc opyavWaOlN EKTTolOruTJl(t~ 
tTTlOKtlptt< at X~ TTOU OTTOTEAoUv rl anoTtAoUoov ~WVTava 
TTapaOO\1JOTO EIP'lVlKrl~ CJUJ.lpiWOTl~ KOI KotViK Opciafl(; ElK KOI T IK . 
TtTOIt~ ETTlOKttp£~ 1JTT0pd va yiVOVTOI O£ ~IKTO xUJPKi (JTI~ EAEueEpt~ 
TT£pIOXt~ (TT·X· nOTO~,lIci) rl auvOlKiE~ (MotirraMo<), 6TTOU ~0lN rl 
(oooav ElK Kal T!K. =£vOyr]OIl at EpVOOTrlpKJ OTTOU OUVExi(oVTal 
TTapaOoolaKci rnovvtApaTa KOI aui;rlTrpTJ J.lE T~ JJaOT~ KO. lTlV 
OXEOfl TOU<; <JlTIV £pyaaio JJt T~ T!Ko no lTl MWIl EKTTaiOEOOTl at 
ETTI(JJ(tlptl~ aUTt~ ea yiVOVTOI OTO TTAokno TJK OlOpyOvWOTl~ EKOpoJ.lWv 
rl mpm<iJwv OTO TTAOKJlO TOU flAK, rl OTa TTAairna J.laell~TWV. ITI~ 
ETTlCJK£lp£t< ~opt:i vo XPflOIJ-IOTTatfl6oUv <iv9pwTTOI arr6 ~ iOtt:~ TJ<; 
K0IV6lTlTE~o 01 tTTKJl(ElIJEl~ OUT~ ea TTptml vo TTpoETOI~ci~OVTOI JJ£ 
TbOlO TpOTTO won va UTTOPXEI TTpayJJOTIK6 TTOl00ywy1K6 KOI 
EKTTOlO£unK6 6cpt:Aoc; YIa TotM.; ~eflTt~. 
• &1tJlOUpyia tJlKTWV ouyKpOTllIKiTWV. To O)(oAtia ~TTOPOtiv va 
Ev6appUvouv lTl Orl~loupyia JJnawv OUVKPOlTllJ(iTwv iJCI6flTwv rl 
EKTTolO£uTIKWv arro ne; 000 KOIVOTflUc; at: etJJaro XopoU, JJOUOIKi)~, 
6E<iJpou, TExvrK. 01 EKOflAWaEt< OUTt~ JJTTopoUv va yiVOVTOI at 
EAt:u6Epo )(p6vo. 
• ~opyavWCJJ) tJa8F1nKwv auvl5piwv. Ta O)(oAdo ~TTOPOtiv va 
opyavtiJaouv at auv£Pyooia KOI ~t <iAAa ElK O)(oAtia auvtOplo 
~TWV rl tKTTOlOrunKWv J.lr: OUIJJ.lETOXrl ElK KOI T IK EKTTolOEUTIKWv KOI 
~ytiJv OTO NJOpa fldAac;. TtTOIa auvtOpla ~TTopoUV vu yivOVTOI at 
£At:u6tpo ri EPYOOIJJO XpOvo (11 £K1f)Yfl<JJl aunl acpopci JJOvo TIlv MtOTJ 
EmaiOEuarl) 0 
• Iuvlpyaaia I" EK1I'GlfilUTIKiC; OpYaYWatIC; . To O)(oA£ia JJTTopoUv va 
TTPOXwp{JaoUV O£ OIopyOvW<Jfl KOIvWV OpooTflploTriTwv JJ£ 
EmolO£UTIKic; OpyavWatlc; rl ciMou«; qqxic; OE EAEU6t:po )(p6vo (TT·X· 
TTOOoocpaIptK6c; aytiNoc;, OEVTpocpurtOOE~ KATT). 
• npoa.popa TOU IJCIlIlllaT~ 51$00. To vnn ~EAETci TO EVOEX6JJtvo vo 
TTpoacptpEI EmTTAtov etaEJ<; TTapmcoAoo6r}arK TWV arrOYEUJlQTIVWv 
JJ08r1JJCitwv SISCO VIa TIK JJaeflTt~ ~ EAEU8t:ptc; TTEptOXtc;. 
• npoPGAI} TGIV.wV Kal VTOKlllavTip. 
• Emcnci'P'K; KaMITI)(VWV ara axoAda. MrropoUv va OIopvavw6oUv 
t:TTlmctlPEJ< KaAArrExvWv arro n~ 0U0 KOIV6lTlTEc.; OTO axoAtia Vlo vo 
ix 
TTapournciaouv TO tpyO TO~ ~ KOI TTpoPOAtc.; EKTTalOf:unKwv mMtiJv 
TTOU TTPOpdAAOUV TO tpVO KaMrrExvWV KCII an6 TIc.; 000 KOIv6Tr)Ttc.;. 
• 41opyc:ivWCJl1 ono TO n.1 OE OUYtpyaaia JJ£ Em6twprtT~ EIOtKO,",TWV 
KOI anoonaoptvwv rUlI~UAWV TTOIOOywylKWv ruu:piOwv ~ 
TTtplcpEpt:IOKWv awavn;aEWV J,lE pamK6 a~ova TrlV TTOpouaiaar) Ev6c.; 
OEVapiou JXI6IiJJCIT~ ~IOTToir)<JJK TTPOTEIv6JJt:VOU uAlKoU. 
2. EPrA Vn04OMHI: 
H EmTpoTT~ TTpoWeflOlK TOU al6xou J.IO(i J,lE UTTflpEaiEc.; TOU vnn (TT·X· 
noAlOOTlKEc.; VTTflptaitc.;) ea E~acim:1 TO EVOEX6J.IEVO OUVEpyaoiac.; J,lE J,lrJ 
KUpt:pVr)nK~ OpyOVlOlJ~ (TT·X· EKATE) VIO tpyo TO OTToia ea yiVOlN m: 
auYEpyooia lit TO vnn KOI ea txouv OtCJXPOVlKO XapaKT~pa· Eival OrJlJOVTlKO rJ 
TTpoWerpr) TOU al6XOU VO J,lrJV TTEpIOpfald J.IOvo alO xpoVlKa TT Aairno TrJc.; 
axoAtKiK )(pOVMic.; aMa vu OrtJ,lloupvrJ6oUv tpVO Ta OTToio ea J.lTTopoUv VO 
XPrJOIJ,IOTTOIOUvTOI OOXPoVlKO T{)aO an6 EKTTmOrunKoUc.; 6ao KOI an6 lJa8rJTtc.;. 
TtrOKJ tpya J.lTTopd va dval: 
• Of'JJ,llOUpyia 1J6VlJ,IOU 0PXEiou TToAIOOTIKOU uAIKou TTOU vc acpopci Trl 
9qJaToAoyia TOU al0Xoo alO OTToio VO EXooV TTp6aJJaa'rJ OAOI 01 
EKTTOlmUTIKoi KOI J,la8rJTtc.; 
• OrJJ,llOUpyia r)IJEpOAoyiou TTOU ea TTEplAaJ,l~1 10 KOMi tpya K(]I an6 
ne.; 0U0 K0IV6TrlT£c.; 
• Of'JJ,lIOUP'(ia KJTOOENOOc.; TTOU 80 TTtplAalJpcivtl 0At:c.; TIc.; OXtTlKtc.; 
OpaaTrJptOTrlTEc.; TTOU yivoVTal ala axoAtia 1JQc.; 
• tKOoorJ VpaJ,lJ.laTomllJWV pt: tpyo TTOU txouv ooKpl8Ei. 
• &llJloupyia r)AOO'POVlKOU apXEiou OIOOKTIKOU UAlKOU ova OVTIKEiIJEVO 
TTOU ea TTpoocptpETOI alouc.; EKTTOIOWTIKOUc.;. 
3. VAIKO nov AnEV9VNETAI lE EKnAI4EVTlKOYJ: 
To uAlK6 TTOU anOOTiAAtTol acpopci TOUc.; EKTTOIOEUTlKoU<. H OIOOlKooio OUT~ 
al0XEUEI OTfIv E'I9cipptJwfl TWV EKTTolOEUTIKWv KOI alrJv EmAov~ oowv 
OEOoptvwv UTT~rJ80Uv cilJEoo ~ EpJ,lWO Trlv TTpoWerprf TOO aT0XOU. To 
uAlKo TTOU anOOTtMaol ala OXoN:io ano TO VTTOUPVEio nalOliac.; KOI 
noAlTKJJJOU tiVOI ~IOIJtvO KOI ocpop<i OE YVWOTIICO OVTIKtiJ,ltW TrJc.; 
&1J.lOTIKIl<; Kat MtOl'K EKTToiOtOOJK· Mtow auTOU TOU UAlKoU naptXETal rJ 
EUKOIpia VIO KaAUTtP'1 yvwPtpia TTK ICJT~, TrK TTapcJOoorJc.; Km TOU 
TTo.\lTIOPOU 11K KUnpou, 6TTOU 6At:c.; 01 KOIVOTrlTEc.; KOI 8prJoKrunKtc.; 0J,IMt:c.; 
dxov Km txOtN Tr) 0IKti TOUc.; OUJ.IJ.lf:TOX~ KOI OUJ.I~. 0 EKTTalOEunK6c;. aTO 
TTAoiolo TrK EnayytApaTlKfK TOU auTOVOJ.liac.;, IflTOPd Kal Ev8appUvETOI vo 
aOIJ,l(iotl tmTTAtov OIKO TOU OIOoKTIKO UAlKO, OTTwc.; t1'1im1<.; Km va KpivEI VKJ TrJV 
mo ano~ )(p{)af1 auTOU ~ ciMou UAlKou OTt< OIa<popmKtc.; rJAnotc.; 
lJ(J8r)TWv. 
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To vnn EVOop£pET(I va EOpalW8ti ~Ia ouvExfK Kal OJJCPiOpoJ,Ir, cruvtpyaaia ~E 
TOO< tKnaIOEUTIKO~. ITa TTAaiota aUTt)c;. Or,~IOUPYIKO TTopaOdwoTa 
OIOOKTIKoU UAIKoU KOI OIOaaKaAiac.; TOU ea ~Tav KaA6 VO OTTOOTtMETm mr,v 
ETTlTPOTT~, '/lo VO yivETol TTOMmTAaOlOOJ.l~ Kal anOOToM) TOU 0TfI auvtXEIa 
C1E 6Aouc.; TO~ EKTTaIOEUTIKoUc.;. ETTKJrU.KiVETaI OTI IOKJiTt:pa Yla ne; nAEUTaiEc.; 
TO~E'< TWV AUKDwV Kal TEXVtKWV axoAtiJv TO UAIKO aUTO 0Ev TTptrrEI vo 
ETlTlPfci(EI ~E OTTotOO1TTOTE TpOTTO lIlv TTpotTOIJJQOia TWV lJ06rlniN VIa TIC; 
TTayKUnplt:c.; E~ETCioEac.;. 
AlEUKpIVi(tTaI OIl TO uAlKo TTOU anEU8UvETal OTouc.; EKTTalOrunKoUc.; TrK 
Ar1~TIKftc; EKTTaiOEOOflc.; tXEI rnlAEXSd an6 EVKPI~tW Pt~Aia TTOU PPiaKoVTm 
rlOrl OTIC; Pt~A106tlKt:c.; TWV axoAEiwv Touc.;.llap<iAArJAa TO vnn ea TTPOXwprlC1E1 
C1E OUVEVV6rprJ ~ lIlV Enrrpomi TT~ TOO OTOXOO aE EVTOm(JJ,lO KOI 
OTTOOToA~ tmTTpOOeETOU UAlKOU ma axoAEia aE rtAEKTPOVlK~ JIDPCPfl. 
To UAIKO TTOU OTTtu8Uvt:Tal OTOuc.; tKTllJIOEUTIKOUc.; TrK MOOr}< ElmoiOtoort'.; 
acpopd anOKAElOTlKo Ta cplAo.\OVJKO ~aeri~ara. ETTEIOfi OTOXoc,; TOU VTTOUpytiOU 
nalOEiac; KaI noAmopoU dWI VO £~,ITTAt~tl OTrtV TTpoWertOll TOU moxou 
OOTmOEunKOUc.; ano oAa Ta yvwaTlKcl avTIKti~EVO, tXEI (r,TT}6Ei ana Toue; 
ETTI6tWpr,Ttc.; W ETOI~oaouv tI<JJWrlat:'< \'la OpOOElc.; Kal uAlKo TWV 
£KTTmOEunKwv ava EiOtKOTl1Ta. 
4HMOllKH EKf1At.1EY~H 
rACUIKO MASHMA 
AOYOTlXVIKa K1iI'IVG: 
A. MullaTOPI1J1CITG • VOUpiAlC; 
1. KWmac.; rpmK6c.;, aTTOOnOOJ,la ano TO ~Ip.oo «ITa iOta X~aTalt, 1975 
2. NiKoc,; nMapcic;. «rpd~1JO mo Mt:~tTIt, rltptoOtKo «natOlKi) Xap<b, 
Tt:UXoc,; 136, 1978 
3. NiKoc,; nt:VTapcic.;. C&UTEpo vpdJ.l~ mo MtWtr» , ntplOOrKo «nalOlKIl 
XapO:t, T£UXoc,; 142, 1979 
4. NiKoc,; nt:VTapdc.;. ana TO I3ll3JJo cI£ Kci8t: ~aAK6vt Kt ha Xt:AJ06vI» TO 
Kd~EVO «0 Mt:XJ.ltTrtc.; Kal 0 T(ocptpr]c.;:t, 2007 
5. <I>tJJoo XaT(flXOvva. an6aTTaaJKl ano TO «Xoptc.; KOI AUTrE'.;», «'Eva 
aArt81v6 TTapopu81». 
6. lipa n:VOKpiTou, ano TO ~,~1Jo .0 MopKoc,; ~ou Kt EVW» TO KEcpdAmo 
«To TOUpKOKllt. 
B. dillV1iJlGTG 
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1. Mapia 9EoOootOOou, ano TO PIPAio Too Ka'1lJOu Kal TrK £).TTi{j(J~, 
cKOoorl nOEl1. N:uKwaia 1981: 
a)«'Eva TTpooKUvrpJ aa. 37-44. 
P)«Avo~vrP£'< an6 TO XWplO KOI TO «~uPOIt ~:t, 00. 50-58. 
xi 
2. Avvfl XapaAolJTTouc.;, aTT6 TO paJJ.Aio rm XpWJN1Ta TI7( iptOO(, A£uKwaia 
1998: 
a) r1O)(p(i.JJma TrK iplOaC;. 00.9-27. 
P) 1:va amtpl rrtCPTEI. 00. 49-56. 
3. Mapia XapaAclIJTTOUC;-I\ot(.oou. «To KpiIJO TOU rouAoiJClvlt, AA" JlCI( 
rp6ovfJatl( oupavi, AcipvOKa 1988, 00. 35-37. 
4. "Hpa rtVaKpiTou, aTT6 TO PIPAio nipa aTT' TO uuPJN11OrrAt'(IKI, 
J\t:uKwaia 1997: 
a)«To KUKAOIJIVOlt, 00. 47-51 Kal 
P)«To Kpucp6 axOAt:I6lt. 00. 63-66. 
5. "Hpa rtVOKpiTou, «To mo 4Jopcpo TTal~lt, aTT6 TO ~Aio ME A£v 
EArOOa, AruKwaia 1982,00.61-67. 
6. KiKa nouAx£Pioo, cm6 TO papAio ImTOKaAufj(iKJ jJOU, J\t:uKwaia 1981: 
a) « Ta TTtplOTtPKI KOI Ta xalPETialJCITOlt, 00. 55-60. 
P) e 0 I:TpaTTJy6c;lt, 00. 31-34. 
7. <l>lMaa XaT(fl)(ciwa, aTT6 TO JJtJWo AouAoooo Km OVllpa, KMjpaC;, 
J\t:uKwaia 1979: 
a) e1:va mpl(JTipl-i.na EAmOOlt. 00.53-57. 
P) eXwpi< TTOPTOKaAJtc;,lt DO. 36-40. 
Y> eSa at: TTtpllJEVW XOO<lv», 00.20-25 
8. "EMrj BEVI(tAOU, 01T6 TO PI~ IT" Jlupw6tiJ TOU yta(J£JlIOU, AqJE06c; 
1995: 
a) «rIll ymoVKi lJou TllvTTaAKilt. 00. 13-20. 
P) cH (J)oupvaPOUlt, 00.25-33 
y) e To TT~EVl6 TrK Xapcilt, 00. 35-42 
0) «nAait, rlArnE», 00. 51-54 
9. Mapia nUWTOU. 01T6 TO PIPAio XapoUJlCVOI XapTatToi, A£uKwaia 
197611983: 
a) eXapoUP£VOI XapTOtToilt, 00.39-43. 
p)eEKEi TTOU nac; Wpa KaAJilt, 00. 20-22. 
10.Mapia nuAllinou, e 0 Na(i1J Kal TO 'IJIlA6 KUTTapiarnlt, aTT6 TO PlIW<> 
KaA"JJipa MapyapiTa, J\[UKWOia 1978,00.23-28. 
r. noirJcnl: 
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1. AVVEAlKli MlxmlA AYIOIJOJiTll, eTOOpKa QV £i~1 1J0va VKI POJJKilt, 
rltpfooK6 Hade, lavoucipKX.; 1998. 
xii 
2. Ktirrpoc.; T6Kac;, cOl lpQp(i~1t ano TO PIPAio «JlotrtTIKa ATTavTO TOU 
Ktirrpou T6Ka». ntplAO~J'OVETOI £TTiml~ UTO cKUTTpKlKO Av60AOyio VlO 
Ta naOO TOU ~rtJJOTlKoUlt, M~ B', £KlXxn"J vnn, 1984. 
3. KtixJTo~ KAECiveou<, «aOEAfPt IJOU 00JJ(iv», cKUTTpKJKO Av80A6ylo VIO 
Ta naoo TOU iYlJJOTlKoUlt, Mtpcx; B', tKlXxn"J vnn, 1984. 
MOYEIKH 
CD, AOOpoc; KmoavrtiM}<; KOI Vb1 T~i. «/l£v JJTTOpoJ[ va qJTTOOiom: Tflv 
ElPflvrl 0TflV Ktirrpol Kibr1s' ta bar1sI engeIIeyeme2SlniZ» 
lEXNH 
MIXciArt XOT(rtm£prl, N£OI£ nOOl~V, rlWpV~ K£TT6Aa~ KOI Nlo(i KJ(IAVloup[K. 
cl\EUKwoialt,l\ruKWOia 1995. 
MEEH rENIKH KAI MEIH TEXNIKH EKnAIAEYIH 
A. noil1G1l 
Neriman cahit, «TToAu - TToAu apyriao~£, KAEoTTciTpa», (~£TafPpoofJ) 
Gurgenc Kor1<maZeI. c6UaOIKOTflTO», (~ETacppoort) 
Hkay Mali, c6tVTPO TTAm UTrt 6ciAooaa», (~Tcicppaart) 
I\[UKlOU ZOcpElpiou, c rTov opKciVTo~» 
Mehmet Yasin, cByaivoVTOC; ano TO KOTOcpUytolt 
Nese Vasin, doo ~KJo», (~Tacppaort) 
KtiJaTa KA£civ6ouc;, cAOt:Acpt JJOU ~civ», (an6cmoOlJ(l) 
Mehmet Vasin, «Ot OUIJTTaTPIWT£C; ~ou», O.l£Tacppoart) 
nauAou I\Jooi()rt, «Mola(~£v. 
Neriman Kahir, CEfPTaOE rt Wpa Via £1pf)VrtIt. 
B. nl~ovpa4pia 
Hizber Hikmetagalar. «Ava~vrlOEI~ ~o~ ciAArt~ £TTOXrK (OIaKOTTtC; UTrtv 
KaKOTT£TpMi)>> . 
Emine Adali ToupKOKUTTpKJKJl AOYOT£xvia. IlNoml~ IUTopIKn avOOpo~. 
Bener Haker1, cKaTTmipl ~uOciro •. 
NilgUn Guney, cIUvopo». 
1 
xiii 
KWo"ra I\u"moup~, «H EJJlvt» (npoowplvO KA£IOTO. Ae~va 2(06). 
KWo"ra I\UJJTTOUP~, «To OTTiTl» (npoOwplva KAeIOTO, A8~va 2006). 
9 &K£JJJlpiOU 2008 
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Materila No. 6 -1st goal o/theyear 2008-9. M. o/Educ. & Culture 
Ap. CDaK.: 7.1.05.21 
Awl)wrtcj VTpI~ 
KYflPIAKH 6HMOKPA TIA 
vnovprEIO nAlAEIAI KAI noAmIMOY 
rXo,l,dwv T £)(V1KJK. MtOJK Km Ar}~onKrK Emai6rocnK 
~: I TOXOI axoAIKIk )(pOVla~ 2008 - 2009 
27 lwyoOOrou 2006 
r~ aTTOOTW.~£ T~ aTOX~ 1TK axo.l.JaK XPOVMi~ 2008-2009 KCI £IOllV'laoc.; 
VKJ T~ npoWer]ork T~. 
1'K ITQx~: KaMIEpY[1O KouAToUpoC; [If>IJVIKrj~ ou .. 'IiW(J~. alJOlpaiou OEpaapoU 
Km auv[pvaaia~ EMr)vOICUlTpiwv Kal T OUPKOICUlTpiwv liE OTOXO Tqv anaMayr'l 
ano TIlV KaT0Xr'I KOI TIlV Enovivwall TIJ~ nOTpi~ Ka. TOO Aao(t pa~ 
H nmli£ia TOU Tonoo ~ ~ KOI ME np£Tm VG ayvod n<.; ooin:~ 
auv6r}K~ JJiaa onc.; onoi~ Amoupyri. An6 lTIv £TTOxrl IrK ~ TrK nm&;~ 
arqv KUnPO lIX) KOMaMKoU aya80U JlTTopoUJJ£ va ~£xwPooul" 000 paa.Ka 
KaT£~. EK£ivrI Tr}V lTClIl5£ia TTOU amu8UvETOl OYOtJC; EMr)voK(mpeouc; KOI lTIv 
TTOI6da TTOU am~£TOI aToue; T oupKOKlinpouc;. Auro TO v£vovex; ocpdA£TOI 0TI'l 
miv6£or] TOO KUTTpKJlCoU NJoU, 0 oTTOioc; anon:.WTal parnKa ano 000 £EM~ KOIV61TJT~ 
TTOU txoov nc; KaTapoAiC; Touc;. 1T)V lOTopia T~. m Il)emr£pa TToAmonKa xapmrnpoTllui 
Toue; KCI TOV I&<jTtpo xapaKTi)pa T~. 
H omT£p61T)Ta aunl <m)V TmIl)£ia TrK KlmpotJ ea <JUV£)(iotl va umlpxtJ OKOJxI 
KOI mav KaTop8WaouJ.IE va mOV£VWaOUJlE lIlV Kimpo unO "1 artvr1 £vOc; KOIva 
anoli£XJoU. ~cipTt']Tou KCI KUpiapxou o~oU ~. H £Mr)voKunpKDClj 
TTm&ia ea ~OKoAou8rlaEJ va dvm ~ na&ia ymi ea KaAAltpyti Tf1V ~
VHiJaoa. TK; napaOOa~ KOI Ta om-epa TTOAI1IOTlltD yvwpia~ nou ~ 
XOPCJICTTlPk:ow WC; EMfrIoK(m~· AVapMTCD 6n avciAoyrJ ea ~0K0A0ueft0a VG dvaI 
KOI IJ ToupKOKUTTpIOKiJ naK5£ia. T auro)(pOVO. 6pwc;. IJ nm&:ia O1T)v KUnpo TTpi.m:I va 
KaMIEpyti KOI TO aTOIxOO utiva rroo JJOc; EvWvouv KOI TTOU ~ XapaK11lPi(OtN ~ tva 
NJO. 
xv 
Of: ~yW.o pa6JJ6 ne; napoUotC; Kal ..-£MovTllciC; TIOAmK£e; ~~£K; TOU TOrrOU JXJC;. KUpto 
KW auxva Ka60pmlKO p6Ao O1T)V TTp6acparrJ IOTopia TOU vrpoU ~ dxav ~ 01 
~tvtc; m£JJPcja£lc;. ~ lTlV rrapavo"-r} Km ~ToupKIK~ mpo"" KO 1T1 
aw£XI(~ ~tXPI arliJtpO KaTOxri TOU 37% TOU Elici4pouc; 1T1c; KUTTploaK LlrlJJOKpari~. 
rTO C7JlJJtPlVO orO&o TOU aytiMJ JD; VIa cmaMayrl aTT6 1T1v KaroXl1 Km Ta 
TETtN:a)JEva 1T1c; Km VKl mavtvworJ 1T1c; TTarpiOOe; KCI TOU AooiJ ~e;, rJ KaAN£pytKJ 
KOUAroUpac; £!PJVIKIK au~13iwmK EMqVOKUTTpiwv KaI T OUpKOKUTTpiwv anoTtAti KpiatJJrJ 
napciJJapo, TTOU J3or18O 1T}V miT~ TWV E~£Wy .,.ac;. EIVOI, ETriorK. Km POOlI(ll 
TTpoOTr68wrJ. Via va AElToupyipa OTr}v TT~ rJ AUarJ 1TOU £V6£X~ Ba TTpoIUJ'l't1 
0TT6 Tr}v TToArnIall5ta6Kaaia 1TOU ppimc£TaI Of: ~iAIQl. 
o p6Aoc; TrJc; TT<D&:iac; d aunl Tr}v KaTtU6uvor] &ivo oaiupa Or}JKlVTIKcX.;. H 
0fI~ via ytwi &:v EX£! ~ EIPflvaaK au~PiworK Km KOI...wv 6paorrponpWV, 
u&}AWc:JEu1.i, rroAmKWv Km KOI"VWVlKWv ~ 1TOU iXOtN 01 rraAl6u~ V£VI~ nou 
CPEUyouv. Aur~ 01 TTpayJXlTlKOTflTEc;. £V01To8iTOUV 0TrJV nar6da ~ TO pap(, cpoprio KaI 
TO Ka6qKOV 1T1c; TTpo£TOI~ TWV rrm&cAN Km TWV vtwv ~ VMJ 1T}V ElP'lvua1 au~PiWOf) 
Km Tr} awtpyOOia EMrJVOKUTTpiwv Km T oupKOKUTTpiwv. Kci6£ KorvWt; arroli&Iml AUar] 
EX&! wc.; TTpoOTr66f;orJ VKl Tr}V mnuxia TT}(; TOV ~ KO Tr}V E~TIKIj 
owtpyooia. 
Auro CPU01Kci 6£v ~op£i VG tmrtU)(9ti JJ£ 1T1V napaypacprl 60cJN KaTci KOpoUc; 
txouv TTpoK<Waa £VTCioac;. auyKpOUotl<; Km OIJJCITOxooia aW~wa oro AI:J6 ~. ITr}v 
TT~K6"rr}Ta 6.'.Ec; 01 ~~ TTptrrEl VG 6IOfTlPO\Mm, VIO VG aTTocpt:uxeow oro 
~ Ta Acierl TOU napt:A86vroc;. T 600 rJ ~ 600 Km r} ciANl KOIV01T1Ta OlTIV KUnpo 
TTpiTTtJ W avayvwpioouv TO Aci6r} Touc;. ay £~E va E111Kp(JTiJoa r} EIPf1vr1 ~JXJ 
OTr}v narpioo JD;. 
ETTior)c;. ~WC;. TTpETTtI vg ava6£I)l6oW Km Ta KCMl OTOIX£ia EMr}voKurrpiwv KOI 
T OUpKOKUTTpIwv. oM. 6aa tvwoav Kal EVt.iwouv 1T1 JJOipa Toue; WC; TTmliKiIv TTK ICUTTpKJICftc; 
VJK· ea nptTm. miorK. va CITTOCp£Uyovral aJTO 6A£c; ne; KOIvOTr]UC; TTK K(mpou 01 
acpopKJJJOi KeD rJ KaMitpy£la apvrp1KWV OT£p€orimwv VIO Toue; ciMouc;. 
Karci ouvETTtIO. TO OXOAEio. WC; XWpoc; avd1rruQ)c; TOO limroArna}JlKoU 6laA0yOU 
Km ano6oXli<.; 1T}c; 6K:Iq)op£T1K6"rr}rac;. i«Wirm va av~a ~ vEouc; ~ac; ne; aijtc; TTK 
owtpyooiaC;. TT}(; ~ TrJc; KmavOr]oJK Km TOU aAArJAootPaoJJOU· H £Viaxuorl 
TT}(; 6I&JaKaAiac; 6f:~ 1TOU opopoUv lTl AaiKlj napci6oort. Ta rlOrl. Ta tea..-a Km Tr}V 
KJTopia TTK KUrrpou Ba ~pa,\£I anocpaalOTlKci TTPO<; aun't 1T)V KmtUBuvarJ· 
0. £ICTT(l1eXUT1Koi JIClC; KaAoUvrOl TTpWrOl vg nNpOoow KaI VG yvwpioouv Tr}V 
TToAmol,IIIC11 fxCJlPClOTllllN 6Uo KOIVOTfpwV. trot WorE VG JJTTOPtoow va lTl '-:Ta&iJoOW 
orouc; ~TEc;. ApXEc;. 1TOU ~nopoUv vg PorJ8rloouv TO mo mivw tpvo KCII 01 oTToi~ 
DCTTOpEUovrm ano TIc; oiJvxpov£c; &cmoArrlaiJlKE~ TTp(Xn:yyio~ £ivaI rJ KaMIEpyoa TT}c; 
6uYar6Tr}tac; va TOrro8£ToUJ.i£ TOY £auT6 IJac; 0Tr} 9fm1 rwv ciMwv VKJ VG OOUIX TOV 
K601JO ~taa an6 TflV npoo1TT1K11 Touc;. TI'}c; aMfJA£vvl-K. TOO &an~fKJIJIKoU ~, 
TWV ~~ TTK IOOTqJiac; TWV TToAfnaJJWv KO TTK TTaPOx'K iawv £UKalplciN. Ta 
oxoAIlcc:i TTpoypci~JXlTci ~C; £mpciM£Tm va &arronoroUv JJt aurtc; TIc; apxtc;. E~m. 
ETrior}<.;. vu TTapaJJ£ivouv TT~tva onc; &axpoVIKEc; ~ TTK 1a6Tr}T~. 1T}c; 
w~. TTK &}t.IoKpari~. TTK £1JH1Vr}c;, TTK aQoTTptn£lac; KaI TTK 6IKaJOOiIvrK· 
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1. Ev&>axoAIKt~ 6paaTTIp.oTllTE~: 
• AvciN!'IJIl EpyaaKiJv OTa nAaiaKJ TWV JKl8rUJCiTwv nou 'la avacptpovrw at atpara 
6nWC; KOM] ~, EmmJyJ.iaro. KOIVoi ayWv£C;, mayyt.\paTa. opxnucrOVJKJl 
- KaTOItda, 6m~ auvf)8£Ju.;, lJOOOI!al. xop6c;, £A£U6qxx;~. mJJXVi&a. 
TpOnOl &aoKiliaorK K.ci., TTOU va ayyK,OUV Km ~ &Jo KOIV6Tr)T£~. 
• AvciArl'lJll tpyaaKiJv nou va £XOUV oxiarJ ~t TO JJEMov. 6nwr; m6av~ 6uaKoAi£(; 
OUJ.IPiwmK Km nWc.; ea avTIJJ£TWTTIOToUv. 
• A~ £~mK£UJJivwv £PVOOIWv onO ~T~ TWV I\uKtiwv TTOU &i5OOKOVTm 
Tr)V mUflKlKll yAWooa OXtT1Kci ..,t Tr) aUyKpKJrl TWV &;0 yAWf1CJWv, Tr)V 
~T~KTA. 
•  OJJL'ou ~ptOn;TWV, nou ea rrpowOd Tr)V EJPfIwal ~, 
TOV aJJOlPaio aqkJaJJ6 KO. Tr) auvtpyaOia EMqvOKUTTpiWV Km T oupKOKUTTpiwv. 
• ~ I«IMm:)(vucwv £K&y.Watwv r1 &K8tatwv &KOIVOTlKoU m:pt£XOlJEvou 
6nou KcieE o~ r1 KOIVOrrJTa ..,nopd va n~ Tr) &KIj TTK KouAToUpa. K~ 
KO! OTOIXtia ano Tr)V KOM\ ~ noAmanKlj KN]JXJyoJ.lla (Xop6c;, ~, etmpo, 
~WVpaqllKr\, TpayoU&). 
• llIopycM.Jafl &ayWYlOJJWy (rr.x. £Keta~ 1OO.iJv, T£xvrlc;. cpwTovpacpia.;) OXETlKa ~ 
11<;; macptc; TWV 000 KOIWTJlTWY. 
2. /1100011[11 r1pci~: 
• 1lI6aaK<Wa TOUpKOKurrpKJKWv AoyonxvooiN KOI ciJJ...wv Ktl~tvwV. nou npociyouv 
Tr)V KaiJJtpyOO KOUAToUpa~ £Ipr'1vuoK auvimam TWV &Jo Korvon\TWY ora 
nAaiaKJ TWV 6pciO£wv TlaJV ~Awv. TT}C;; ~~. KTA. 
• "E~ £fI{WY T OUpKOKUrrplWV AoyoTf.~ WC; rrapcJMflAa K£ip£vo. 
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aTJ') &J~lOUpyia KOtvWv £JjTT£lptWv KaI TTpooEyyia£WV (tirE (J£ OXoAtia, EilE (J£ 
&ciqtopa OTIJJOO macpiK 6n~ TO I\Jl6pa 1lciAat; KaI r] rlUMJ). 
• ruvavrfptK; yYtIlpI~io<; £KTTm6wnKWv Km iJ06rllWv (aeArln~ rUJf:pi&:t;. 
OUI-IJJETOxrl OE KOMi ouvrop.a KOI OEJJMlpIo OTTJV KUrrpo Km TO ~WT£plK6. 
OUJJJJETOxrl OE OXoAlKtC; EK&]H.OO~. KT".) 
• rUPJJETOxrl ElCTTpootimwv TWV M KOIV01TJrWV OE EUpwnaiKEc; l)pOO£~ KW 
npoypc:il-lJJOTO. 
• L\r)JJOOI£UaElC; OE JJ06qnKa tvrurra. 
4. A~IOlToir)Ol1 TWV mE KOllTOpaywyfJ (KlTol6EunKoU UAlKoU: 
• EmAoyIi Km noMarr~ "'rJCf'CDCWv 6ioKwv I-It TpayoU&a Kunpiwv 
1W11-11OUpVWv. TTOU <J'IIOq)ipovrm ~ OXfXJ'£K; TWV 000 KOtVOniTWV. 
• EmAoyfJ Km £KTiImaxJr] JJET04pfXlOJ.I£VWV TTOtrJ~WV T oupKOKUrrpwv AoyoT£xvciN. 
• EmAoyfJ Km £KTiImaxJr] TTOII'IJJcirwv EMrlVOKUnpIWV TI'OIJ)nIJv. 
napOAN]Aa. ea OUV£xmoW Ot £K&}AWo£Jc; KOI 6pacmp6TI)T~ TWV oxoMiwv yaa Tr]v 
TTpoW8rpar} TOU 6ianoAmaplKoU 6ioAOyoo, TTOU rtrav P<JmKlx; oroXOC; TTK TT£POMlc; 
OX<wiaK xpoVKic;. JJtaa oro nAaiaJa TTK avmal~ TOU 2008 WC; EUpwntjKoU tToue; 
&anoM1oplKoU 6taAiYvou. 
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Pfiloha c. 2 
Univerzita Karlova v Praze, Pedagogicka fakulta 
M.D. Rettigove 4, 11639 Praha 1 
ProhlaSeni Zadatele 0 nahIednutf do listinne podo by zaverecne prace 
EvidenCni list 
Tsem si vedom/a, ze zeiverecna pnice je autorsky-m dilem a ze informace ziskane nahIednutim do zverejnene 
zeiverecne pnice nemohou bjt pouZity k vydelecnjrn ucehim, ani nemohou byt vydeivany za studijni, vedeckou 
nebo jinou tvUrci cinnost jine osoby nez autora. 
ByVa jsem seznci.men/a se skutefuosri, ie si mohu ponzovat V)ipisy, opisy nebo rozIDIlozeniny zeiverecne pnice, 
jsem vsak povinenipovinna s nimi nakleidat jako s autorsIrym dilem a zachovavat pravidla uvedena v pfedchozim 
odstavci tohoto prohlaseni. 
Pot. c. Datum Jmeno a pfijmeni Adresa trvaleho bydllite 
-
Podpis 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
